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INTRODUCTION

Pulses are important as a na^or aoureo of 
protein in the vegetarian diet of the people and also 
as fodder to cattle. They alao restore fertility of 
the soil through fixation of nitrogen by root nodules. 
Realising the manifold importance of pulseo, great 
attention is now being focussed to increase their 
product ion in the country through various means.

In general, pulsoa ere considered to be uncertain 
or ops. But oowpea, a prominent member of the germs Vigna. 
owing to appreciable amount of hardiness end adaptability, 
stands out from this group as an exception. It does wall 
over a wide range of a oils including acid clay3 and is 
capable of withstanding heavy rains or evbn prolonged 
drought. Among tha three widely cultivated speoieo of 
this taxon, viz., common coupaa, asparagus bean and 
oatjang bean, Vigna unguioulata L. (common oowpea) is 
characterised by ©ubrenifora to sub-globose seeds and 
samipendant, medium oised pods, best suited both for 
vegetable ca wo 1 1  03 for grain purposes.

Kerala, with its widely varying soils and heavy 
rainfall, has not been favourable for most of the pulses, 
nonetheless, oowpea due to its adaptability and case of 
cultivation, has turned up os a choice a at oh crop In this
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part. In India pulses ©re cultivated over an area of
22.8 million hectares and yield about 12.17 metric tonnes
of grain. As such the great possibilities of this crop
in Kerala need no emphasis. However» the average yield
of pulse a is coming only 340 kg per ho o tare in Kerala, which-

la rather poor and is the lowest among the Indian States.
With the Increasing coot of almost all the agricultural
inputs, this group of crop plants calls for highly inten-

to
8 if led research attract more far mare to the cultivation

A

o f these orops.

Active extension or popularisation program© of 
any crop presupposes adequate information on the varieties 
to ba recommended and on the agronomic practices to be 
adopted under different agro-cllmatic conditions. In 
oowpea# these informations are lacking because of the 
faot that very little breeding or agronomic research 
has been carried out, particularly in our State,

Primary aim of a plant breeder is to improve 
yield and quality by evolving superior varieties.
Selection of superior varieties will ba effective only 
when genetic variability exists in the material oho w n  

for improvement, fhe observed variability for a character 
Aa the product of interaction of hereditary effects of
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the concerned genes end the influence of micro and naoro 
emrironmeato,

la any crop Improvement programme, search for 
variability available la tha gersplaem is the preliminary 
step* Selection of genotypes showing high heritability 
for the desirable characters that contribute to yield 
la a prerequisite. In tha development of new varieties 
with increased yield potentiality. However, yield by 
itoslf la a very complex character conditions! by nmsarous 
genatical factors interacting with onvironosnt. It, there
for©, becomes difficult to evaluate or select for this 
character directly, Such situation dictates the breeder 
to employ more indirect methods as determination of the 
os aoo i at ion existing between yield and other less varia
ble plant choraotere which would serve as simple guides 
for spotting out high yielderc, The existence of associa
tion Is usually determined by studying the correlations 
existing between the different characters and yield. 
Further, it will be more helpful in the selection to have 
an understanding on the association between yield and its 
components and the relative influence of each component 
on yield.

Oowpea has been chosen for the prsesat study, 
because of its hi ©a adaptability and importance as pulse
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crop grown In our State „ Informations on the go Lira o of 
variability for various factors contributing to yield 
are inadequate in oowpaa and banco it in necessary to 
evaluate the available garmplasn in thiB regard* tflth 
this view in mind, the present investigations were under
taken. with the following objectives.

a) To study the genetic variability in the expres
sion of economic character© in selected eultivars 
of cowpsa.

b) To estimate the genotypic and phenotypic correla
tion coefficients for ©©looted charactera between 
themselves and between yield*

o) To separate the correlation coefficient into 
direct and indirect effect throu^a the Path 
coefficient Analysis in order to get soma idea 
of the casual system of the factors contributing 
to yield*

d) To estimate the heritafoility and genetic advance 
for the different characters*

e) To evolve a selection index for isolating 
superior genotypes from among those tested.
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HBVIEW OF LI2SBA1BHB

Oowpos Is an important crop extensively grown 
in the tropical Gouutrlco, However̂  studios to estimate 
tha extent of genotio variability in its gomplassi ere 
found to ba relatively few. Moot of the works with 
reference to pulses in genarel and oowpca in particular 
has been done only during loot doea&e. A review pertain
ing to the aspaots of present study in oowpaa is given 
below. Similar works on the other important leguminous 
orops are also included in- th© review wherever the 
literature in cowpea is seen to be insuffiolent* The 
important findings relevant to the present study are
reviewed under the following chapters •

/ ,

I* Variability.
IX* Irritability and genetics advance.

•v
XII. Correlation studies and 
IV. Path Oooffiolont Analysis.

I* Variability

Many workers have studied tbs extent of varia
bility in various pulse orops by working out genotypic 
coefficient of variation (GOV) and phenotypic cos ffio lent 
of variation (POT). But the extent of genatio variability
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is more important than tha total variation since 
greater the ganatio diversity, wider uill be tha 
scop© for selection.

Oowpea (VIam unguloulata. L.)s

Kiarthikayaa (1963), appears to be the first to 
report in some detail the results of genetic studies, 
Ha has reported that genotypic variability was found 
to be the largest with the number of fruiting nodes 
and this wag followed in order by number of pods par 
plant, number of branches and seed yield*

Studies of Singh and Mehadiratta (1969) hove 
shown that number of pods per plant had the highest 
genotypic coefficient of variation*

Doha's (1970) studios of variability in oowpea 
have shown that genotypic coefficients ware generally 
higher than phenotypic coefficients.

Trahan at al, (1970) after their studiee of 
genetic variability in oowpea hava reported that 
genetic variance estimates wore high for branches par 
plant, pods per plant and pedunole length.

Veeraswamy ot ala (1973 a) have reported that 
seeds per pods shoved high GOV and clusters per plant
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allowed, low 607,

Bordia ot al. (1973) found that high genstio 
eoeffieients of variation were observed for^pod number 
and grain yield per plant m e  strongly associated with 
pod number and length and with number of seeds por pod#

Laksnhml and Gaud (1977) reported that the geno
typic coefficients of variation was higher for plant 
height 9 grain yield* amber of pods per plant and 
100-graia weight. .

Black gras (Vlana amigo. X>.)«

, Singh ot al.(19?2) reported that seed yield and 
pods par plant showed high genotyplo coefficient of 
variation.

Veeraawamy et al. (1973 b) also agreed that 
pods per plant exhibited maximum GOV followed by plant 
height* They further observed low 60V values for pod 
length and seeds per pod.

Grean gram (Vlnna radiata (L.) WilasskH

Satbhaawaav et al. (1978) worked out oatAnatoo 
of variability in 24 early maturing varieties of green 
gram and concluded that characters like 100 seed-weight,
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poda par plant and seed yield showed high gonotyplo 
coefficient of variation.

Other pulseas

Joshl (1971 a) observed high 60? for podo per 
plant and seed yield in bengcl grsm.

In lablab, Josh! (1971 b) reported high 607 for 
seed yield and low GO? for branches per plant*

In Soybean, I»al aad Mehta (1975) reported that 
plant he ight showed high 607, The study of Malhotra 
(1973) revealed maximum GO? for pods per plant and 
minimum GO? for seeds per pod and pod length*

Chandra et al, (1975) studied in 23 divergent 
strains of Oa.jaaus oaiaa and reported that a wide range 
of phenotypic variability secured for days to flowering 
and maturity, height, number of primary branches and 
secondary branches end yield# but not for pod length 
and coed number per pod* The genotypic coefficient of 
variation was high for ell characters esoept seed number 
par pod,

h,Singh and Srivastava (1977) observed that the
IV

number of secondary branches had the highest 667 in 
red gram*
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II, Koritabillty and genetic advance

She ©stent to which the variability of a quanti
tative character is transferable to the progeny Id 
referred to as heritability for that particular character. 
The oharaotsra whioh exhibit a vide range of expression 
m y  bo controlled by many gone a whose action ray either 
be additive ond/or geosatrio. While ©sleeting for ouch 
a charooter, consideration of the nsre phenotypic varia
bility without estimating the heritable part of it will 
not be of much q u o g g s o, Herliability estimation along 
with genetic gain is usually more useful in predicting 
the resultant affect through selection of the best 
individuals (Johnson et al. 1955 a).

The broad aerno her liability and genetic advance 
estimates have baon reported by many authors.

Oowpaa CYIcts ungaloulata. L,)s

Studios of Singh and Mehn&iratta (1969) have 
shown that high values of her it ability entimateo were 
exhibited by 100 - seed weight, days to flowering, pod 
length and days to maturity. Expected genetic advaao© 
waa found to be appraoiabls for number of branches,
100 grain weight, pod number, pod length and yield.
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ffreheaa ot al. (1970) reported that her liability 
OQtlssatos yore medium for nine characters studied except 
for days to flower, uhJLoh wag low and genatio ad vane® 
was high for peduncle length* pods par plant and yield*

Sohoo et al* (19 7 1) showed wide genetic varia
bility aad gave high estimates of herltability and 
genetic advance in vine length* pod number par plant 
and plant weight*

Bordia at gl« (1973) reported that heritability 
was hipest for lOO-soed weight* followed by number of 
days to flowering and pod length# High genetic advance 
wag observed for pod number and length and number of 
seeds per pod*

High hsritability and gens tie advance wore 
noticed for 100-grain weight, yield of grain aad yield 
of haulao by Sreekunar et al* (1979)* 2?h® lowest 
heritability was reoorded by number of grains per pod* 
while total duration showed the lowest values of 
genetic advance*

Blaok gram (Vjgna mango L*)«

Singh ©t al* (1972)* Vearaswasny et al* (1973 b)
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aad Gaud at al.(1977) have reported In blaoi: graa 
hsritabillty and genatic adyaaaa •

Green gram (Viana radlata (L«) l/ilGsok)s

Singh and Molhotra (1970 a)# Joahi and IhbarAa 
(1973) have also reported the ease in green grea.

Other pulsesj

Rathaaswamy ot al.(1973) have reported that plant 
heighto branches per plant# plant height and days to 
flowering have high heratability and genetic gain inA

red gran. Singh aad Shrivaetava (1977) alao reported
* J i

in red grass about herstability and genetics advance.
A

Malhotra (1973) reported in soybean that chara
cters which had high genotypic coefficient of variation

ahad also high genetic advance.A
Veoraswasny et al. (1973 o) An soybean reported 

that a high har^tability value was noted for number of 
pods per plant* A high genetic advance was noticed in 
respect of seed yield par plant# number of poda per 
plant# and plant height.

In bengal gram# Raatogi and Singh (1977) found 
that the her it ability for yield was high and moderate
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for other character*#

Ghowdhury £& al# (1978) estimated the htriiabl- 
llty and ganetio advance in lentil and concluded that 
the greatest eotimateo o f irritability and genetic 
advance were obtained for pod number per plant#

In a etudyt Sarafl (1978) estimated the horita- 
bility (narrow sense) and genetic advance in common 
bean and found tint pods per plant # aeod3 per pod and 
1 CO-seed weight had the maximum genetic advance values#

In cluster bean, herltabllity was found to be 
high for poda per cluster# pod length# days to maturity 
and IGO-aeed weight# while It was found to be low to 
radium for all other character* (Ohasudhary# 1979)#

III. Correlation, studies

In a programme of breeding for improving the
On

yield potential of a orop# information the inter- 
relationship of yield with other traits is of immense 
help. £hie will facilitate seleotion of suitable high 
yielding plants through other related components. 
Measurements of phenotypic# genotypic and environmental 
correlations between yield and other characters have been
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reported by many uoricaro in pulses end a review of 
this aspects is presented belowt

A )  Association between yield and Its oomponentss-

Coupea (Vigna ungaltmlata 1*)

In oowpsa, seed yield exhibited positive and 
significant correlations with the branches and pods 
per plant, 100-ased weight and seeds per pod ingh 
and Hehndiratta <1969), Trahoa et al, (1970), Doku 
(1970), Froseakar and Raman (19?2)„7»

Bordia et al* (1973) reported that grain yield 
par plant was strongly associated with pod number and 
length, and with number of ©cods per pod.

Patel (1973) recorded significant correlations 
with yield for plant height, pod length, lOO-aead 
weight, sad number of branches and pods per plant and 
seeds per pod. Of these, pod number and 100-seed 
weight appeared to ba the most important.

Kher&dnam. and ftikriô ad (1973) also reported 
positive association between seed yield end ell the 
traits studied except branches per plant.

Studies of Kumar ©t al. (1976) have shown that 
pod yield was positively associated with tranches per
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pods per plant, pod length, thickness of pod# days to 
flowering and days taken to maturity. Analysing ths 
regression values, those workers havo also shown that 
clusters per plant# pods per plant aad 100-seed weight 
ware the important char no tors In determining pod yield,

Black gram (11am . mungo h,)i
jTComponents like pods per plant# seed oisa and 

pod length showed positive correlation with seed yield 
in black gram (Verma and Dubey (1970) and Singh et al, 
(1972),

Green gram (7i@ta radlata (L») viilSESk)*

Singh and Malhotra (1970 b) reported that seed 
yield was strongly associated with pods per plant# 
dusters par plant and seeds par pod,

Aoaording to lomar et al, (1973) yield was posi
tively correlated with pods per plant# seeds per pod#
100-3ead weight aad pod length.

Other poleess

Singh and Shrivastava (1977) assessed the assooia- 
tion of yield with other traits in 20 Fg populations of 
red grna and concluded that the seed yield was positively
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associated with plant height, plant spread* pod-bearing 
length, pods par plant and 100 seed weight in red gras.

According to Caluoh and 3oobtq (19*38) high posi
tive correlations were found between plant height and 
internode length, between number of days to flowering 
and number of nodes upto the 1st flower, between height 
at flower initiation and seed yield and between seed 
alas and seed yield,

Harbaaa Singh et al. (1976) reported in grass 
(Oloer arietlnuM L.) that seed yield was positively 
correlated with the number of branches and pods per 
plant. In ganeral, 100-seed weight was negatively 
correlated with number of seeds per pod according to 
them.

In soybean the yield was positively and signi
ficantly correlated with days to maturity, days to 
flower, plant height, branches per plant and pods per 
plant end it showed a negative asoooiation with 100 - 
seed weight /Gautam and Singh 0 9 7 1 )J *

B) Interoorrelation among yield components t-

Coypaa (yigna unKuioulata. !>*)

Positive inter correlations among 100-aeed weight,
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pod length end seeds per pod end between pods par 
plant and branches per pleat ware reported by Singli 
and Hehndiratta (1969) in cowpea* Ttoy also reported 
oQad waig£it* and pod length were negatively correlated 
with podo per plant and branches par plant#

Block grm (Vlma mango 1 .)

The work done by Singh at al* (1972) in blaok- 
gram revealed that seed yield was positively correlated 
with number of pods* number of fruiting nodes * number 
of primary branches* pod length and seed size* Singh 
at al* (1975) in blaok gram reported that 1G0-aea& 
weight ms negatively correlated with plant height.

Soundarapandian et al, (1975) sizggootad that 
high poaitiva association existed between clusters per 
plant and pods per plant*

Green gram (Vigna rad lata ( I t ,) tfilQsak)

According to 3in$i and Malhotra (1970 b) 100- 
seed weight was negatively correlated with almost all 
characters except yield.

She study conducted by Joahi and Kabaria (1973) 
revealed that the poda and seeds per plant end seeds 
per pod showed strong and positive association, among 
themselves*
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Pod length and positive aadoelation with 100*
good weight# bat negative association, with poda per

\

plant (Hatnagwamy ot al. 197G).

Other pulsess

Vhoraawaaff at al. {1973 ) reported that branches 
per plant exhibited positive and significant correlation 
with oluotora per plant# pods per plant and plant height 
in red • gram.

In soybean# 100-ooed weight was negatively 
asaoolatod with all other characters. She association 
of seeds par pod with other traits did not assume algal* 
fioonSs. The remaining oharaotara were positively 
correlated with one another ̂ autaa and Singh (1977)_7#

In ©luster boon# Hath (1979) studied the associa
tion of yield components and concluded that all the 
ooiaponsnt characters ware positively correlated with 
each other.

In ©hiok pea, Katiyar (1979) observed negative 
correlation between seeds par pod and 250*grain weight 
and postlv© correlations between pod© per plant and

A

secondary branches per plant.

17, Path Soeffioiant Analysis

Yield is the end product of many complex components
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which singly or jointly lnfluanoe the seed yield 
^rafiU8» (1959) end White boose et al,(195S)?.,
Hence it is necessary for a plant breeder to have 
information, on their direct and indireot influences 
on yield, Wright (19 2 1) developed a technique fcaown 
as Path Coefficient Analysis which is an effective tool 
for analysing the direct and indirect causes of informs* 
tlon and (It also)' per nits critical abomination of apeoi- 
flo factors that produce a given correlation.

Path Coefficient Analysis hao been employed in 
different pulse orops by many worimra and their reporta 
are summarised balout

Coypea (Vlgna unmiioulata, I»,)s

In ooupaa, Singh and Hehndiratta (1970) employed 
path coefficient and concluded that pods per plant, 
seeds per pod and 100 seed weight were the important 
yield components in oowpea, since they showed significant 
direct effect on yield*

Tilifca at al, (1978) recorded that the contribution 
to yield o f number of pods per plant and lOO-seed weight 
wore made mainly through their direct effect and moat 
other oharaotars exerted a substantial indirect effect
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through theoe two characters# An important indiroot 
effect was also asorted by several characters through 
the number of seeds per pod* Simultaneous selection 
for Inaraas03 In 100-aeed weight* pods per plant and 
seeds per pod has also bean recommended#

Bleak gram (7ima mango L.)i

In black gram# pods per plant had a maximum 
direct effect on seed yield followed by pod length 
and seed vfcight ea reported by Singh ot el* (1972). 
Similar findings waro reported by Bhattaoharya (1976).
He further stated that daya to flowering also had a 
positive direct effect on aeed yield*

According to Soundsrapandiaa ot al* (1976) plant 
height and clusters per plant showed hi$i positive 
direct effects on seed yield* while branches per plant# 
pods per plant and seeds per pod allowed little or 
negative direct influence on seed yield#

Green gram (Viima.rafliata (L*) Wilssek)s

Path coefficient analyst a indicated that the poda 
per plant# eeeda per pod and seed olao influenced pa 
the seed yield. Sha seed sise hed negative indirect 
effect on yield through seeds per pod aad pods per pleat
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and vice-versa (Singh and Malhotra (1970 b) and Singh 
and Singh (1973).

Giriraj and Vijayaiojffiea? (1974) stated that the 
plant height and pod length exerted maximum direct 
effects on yield® Pods per plant showed little direct 
effoot, while seeds per pod pro&txsed negative direct 
effect on seed yield followed by 100-seed weight.

Malhotra and Singh (1976) reported that protein 
content was negatively correlated with Root of the 
agronomic characters bat positively correlated with 
100-ssQd weight.

Singh et al. (1977) reported that the primary 
branches and alustera par plant entitled indireot 
oontribat ion to seed yield, while the podo por oluster 
and pods per plant contributed directly towards seed 
yield.

Reoently# Rathnaaw&sy o& b!.(197S) revealed 
that oesd yield was directly inilnenosd by components 
liise 100-aeed weight, seeds per pod end pods per plant 
and the significant and positive diroot offeot of 100- 
sced weight on seed yield was nullified by the negative 
indirect Qffeots through pods par plant and seeds per 
pod in green gram.
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Boomi&umgir (1980) indicated that la green gram 
plant height, pods par cluster and oluster par plant 
war© the rnjor factors in determining the seed yield, 
She Indirect effects of component characters through 
plant height were maximum and positive.

Other pulses5

In redgram, Vberaawaay et al. (1975) suggested 
that branohso per plant ©inhibited maximum direct effect 
on seed yield, while podo end clusters per plant and 
plant height showed little direct effects on yield 
though they expressed an appreciable indirect effect 
through branches per plant,

wahanlcer and Yadav (1975) reported in red gram 

that pod number had the highest positive direct effect 
on aeed yield followed by number of secondary branches 
and 100-seed weight.

Studies in Phaseoluo aoonitifolius of fflkka 
(1976) revealed that pod number had the greatest direct
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of foot on yield* followed fey test weight eM number 
of seeds per pods* Pays to flowering and maturity 
uhioh wax’s strongly and positively associated with 
grain yield had negative direct effect*

In field beans (Phaseolua vulgaris) studies of 
Buerte and Adams (1972) showed that pods per plant 
everted a preponderant effect upon yield*

In Pollohoa feiflorus (!»,) results from path 
coefficient analysis suggested that the character pods 
per plant could be used to select for higher yield 
(AggarwaL and Kang* 197$) *

In soybean* Panday and Torrie (1973) reported 
that number of pods per unit area and number of seeds 
par pod wars important factors in determining seed 
yield*

Patil and Pokle (1974) reported that in soybean* 
weight of pods wag the most important character of foot
ing yield* followed fey number of pods par plant* number 
of branches per plant and 100-aesd weight*

3rivaqtava .at ai» (1976) employed path analysis of 
yield Qosponsnts in soybean and concluded that days to 
flowering and seed number par pod exhibited positive
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aad highly significant ganotypie correlations with 
seed yield and were the major yield oompononta having 
both direot and indiraot oorrelations*

la soybean* Gsutam aad Singh (1977) reported ' 
that pod number * I00* êed weight* seeds par pod directly 
aad plant height* branches* days to flower and maturity 
indirectly via pods per plant everted the greatest 
influenoe on seed yield®

In cluster been* clusters per plant and pods per 
plant were the major component ohor actors of seed yield 
(Nath (1979).

She path coefficient enalyais done by Katiyar 
(1979) in &| and population of chickpea revealed 
that seeds per pod and primary branches per plant eucertod 
the greatest positive direot affects on seed yield*

Dlsoriminent functions

Studios of Karthikeyan (19&3) showed ‘that* among 
ths four selection indices constructed in four suitable 
combinations using discriminant function analysis the 
one baaed on yield* number of fruiting nodes on the 
mains tom and the number of pods per plant* was found to 
be most advantageous*
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MATERIALS ADD MSHIQDS

©10 investigations reported herein ware oarrled 
out la the Department of Agricultural Botany, College 
of Horticulture, Vellaaiklsara during the years 1978-30•

A* Materials#-

Prom among the oowpea germploam oolleotions main
tained in the Department of Agricultural Botany, Collage 
of Hortloulture, Vellanifckarn, 1? varieties representing 
17 distinct clusters based on the genetic dletoaoes 
between then were mode use of for the present study*

2h© liot of the varieties vJith some of their 
important oharaotorietios is presented below#

TABLE) I
List of varieties with soma of their important 
characters

Cluster Variety Wfiw_ +*,_ ,„wla+I, Chsraoter/oharaoters Hunter master naos o£ for vaaon ssleotlon
is dona

1. 50 No. 62 Law 100-seed weight.
2. 2 GP,PL3. 6^ Maximum flower number.
5. 56 Pus a Pijalguai Minimum number of

hranohoa, flowers, pod 
yield, seed yield eto*

4. 30 Manohori Mottled- High number of seeds
i&aek per pod.
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S.

7.

8.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

15.

16.

GP.PLS. 139

21 Bad seeded
aaleotion

1 GP. M.S. 931£

39 Ebllngipayar

15 GP.X. 536

19
47
24
28
34

32

51

10. 20729 
0^2 x Era-1
Battaabi Local-1

°152 x ffew Bra'*"i 
Pannlthodaa early

p113

Eblingipayar
white

Low 100-sea& weight 
and maximum flowering 
duration.
Maximum flowering 
spread.
Bushy habit# nsdiua 
flowering duration.
Maximum number of pods 
end maximum pod yield 
per plant.
Bushy habit* minimum 
flowering spread.
Maximum 100-seed weight.
Maximum seed yield.
High weight of pod.
Bushy habit.
Increased breadth and 
thickness of the seed.
Spreading habit* minimum 
flowering duration.
. Low weight of pod# 
length and low breadth 
of seed*

17. 55 Honoheri-black Larger seed

3. Methods*-

t. Experimental̂  - A. field experiment was laid 
out during Khar iff season of 1979-30 in the farm attaohad 
to the College of Horticulture* Vollaaiklcara# with the 17 
varieties mentioned above in a Randomised Block Design
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with foui* replications. Each variety wag represented 
by 12 plants par replication. Sowing wag done on ridges 
at a opaoing 1 M x 1 M# Farm yard manure ® 1000 leg per 
hectare was applied and incorporated while ploughing 
before the formation of rid go s. Ammonium sulphate# 
super phosphate and muriate of potash to supply at 
th© rats of 10 t 30 ? 10 leg par hectare respectively wore 
also applied after the final ploughing and before the 
ridga formation. The experimental plots uaro carefully 
maintained with timely spraying# oarthing up# propping 
eto* At the time of earthing up i.o. 20 days after sowing# 
a top dressing with ammonium sulphate to supply IT at the 
rat© of 10 kg per he a tare was eloo given. Two border 
rows of the variety# O^g were grown alaround in each 
of the four replications to avoid any border effect and 
also to ensure protection to the experimental or op.

Observations on the following 15 oharaoters were 
recorded* the same Using confined to ten individual pleats 
in eaoh treatment,

1 • Height of plant (in m) *
2. dumber of primary branches,
3. Pays to commence flowering (in days),
4. Days to complete flowering (in days).

i
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5. Number of flowers per pleat#
6. Humber off pods per plant#
7* Length off pod (in om).
8# Weight off pod (in g),
9® Humber off coeds per pod#

10# IGQ-aead weight (in g)#
1 1 . Length off seed (in on) •
1 2 . Breadth off seed (in cm),
13, Thickness off seed (in cm).
U. Pod yield par plant (in g).
15® Seed yield per plait (in g)♦

The following prooeduroa war© adopted In taking
observations on tbs various characters studied!-

tOOr$Height, of plant,!- 53aa plant height in a raoorded afterb
full maturity of the plants#

Number of primary branches per plant!- Total number off 
primary branohao per plant was recorded after full maturity 
off the plants•

Sava to oossncncQ flower Inga* Date off opening of the first 
flower in each plant was recorded and from that the number 
off days from sowing to aommsncemant off flowering was 
computed*
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Daya to Qoerpleta floweringt- Bats of opening of th® 
last flowar In oaoh plant was recorded and from that 
the number of days from Bowing to completion of flower
ing was computed. The number of days between the date 
of opening of the first flower and that of the loot 
flower in a plant was token as th® flowering spread of 
that plant.

*
Number of flowers per plants- Tb3 total number of 
flowers produced, by eaci? plant was worked out by counting 
the total number of flowers opened par day from the first 
day of flowering upto 45 dayo there on in each variety.

Number of pods per plants - Pods harvested periodically 
frora eaoh plant war© separately kept and counted to obtain 
the total number of pods par plant.

Length of podi- Prom each plant» 10 random pods oelaoted 
after th® harvest and drying, were me Geared with ordinary 
aoala and length recorded in  om»

Weight of podt- The same 10 pods used for length measure
ment were made use of for recording pod weight also. The 
pod weight in g was recorded using an ©Isotrio balance*
Humber of seeds per poda - The number of eeedc was counted 
in 10 poda so loo tod at random of a plant and the conn, 
arrived at•



Length* breadth and thickness of aaedt- Length* breadth 
and thickness of 10 Beeda per plant ware measured using a 
vernier oalipero and raoorded in on.

Pod yield per plants - Woî rfc of the total pods from each 
plant in g was recorded after drying before threshing and 
extraction of seeds and the man worked out*

Seed yield per plants - Total pods harvested from eooh plant 
were dried and threshed and seeds extracted and weight of 
these seeds recorded in g and mean calculated*

Statistical Analysiss~

Lata on different characters studied were subjected 
to statistical analysis* Part of the analytical work was 
done in a Micro 2200 Computer of the Department of Agri
cultural Statistics* College of Horticulture, Vellanikkara 
and part in another Micro 1100 Computer of Tamil Ka&u 
Agricultural University, Coimbatore-3*

The analysis of variance technique suggested by Fisher 
(1954) was employed for tho estimation of various genetic 
parameters. The extent of association among characters, was

100-seed wsighti- One hundred seeds from each plant after
drying and seed extraction from the pods ware weighed using
en electric precision balance and weight in g recorded*
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measured by correlation ooafflolento. Path coefficient 
analysis was used for estimating the direct and indirect 
effects. A aelection index was worked out using discri
minant function technique.

Phono typlo, genotypic and environmental varianceag

Estimates of variance conpononta ware obtained 
by using the following formula as suggested by Burton

to error. 
Environmental varianaoCVa)* Ve.

Phenotypic and genotypic coefficients of variations

(195D.

Phenotypic variance (Vp) 
Where (Vg)

(Vo)

■ (Vg) ♦ (Ve)
» Genotypic variance* 
a Environmental variance.

Genotypic variance (Vg) 
Where Vt ■ i-ioan sum of square due

to treatments.
■ Kean sum of square due

The phenotypic and genotypic ooeffioienta of varia
tion were calculated by the formula© WLggestad by Burton 
and Dovane (1953)•
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Phenotypic coefflolont of variation

v o v  Q / M i S s M t  : * 1 0 0
-.'J x L-J.i x

" o Moon of the eharaetar under study,Jb

Genotypic coefficient of variation ̂ --f’  ̂ • I I /

V -K f n M M o  Av«) * 100
1  {J X

t"" ** * y,
Heritabilityt

i> •*

Heritability in the broad sense was estimated by 
the following formula as suggested by Burton and Bavans 
(1953).

(Tg) x 100
Heritability (H) o

Bxpaoted genotiQ advanoet

ThQ expected genetic advance (GA) of the available 
germplasa was measured by using the formula suggested by 
lush (1949) and Johnson et al.(1955 a) at 5 per cent 
selection intensity using the oonstant K ao 2,06 given by 
Allard (19&0).

<Va) x K
GA ° A W
K m Selection differential

OenetlQ galnt- She method for the assessment of gonotio

1
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advance as per cent of aeon auggeated by Johnson at al» 
(1955 a) was used.

Genetic gala (GG) 3 ^-g-1-Q.Q
X

Where GA 9 Expected gonetic advance*

Phenotypic and gcnotyplo correlation ooefflolentaa

Phenotypic and genotypio oovarianceo ware worked 
out in the same way as the variances ware calculated* 
Mean sum of products of the covariance are analogous to 
the mean sum of square of the analyses of variance* The 
different covariance estimates ware calculated by the 
method suggested by Fisher (1954)*

Phenotypic co-variance between characters 1 and 2,

(C0Vpl2) m 0 0 7 ^ 2  *’ C0Vq12
Where COVg^p « Genotypic covariance between

characters 1 and 2*
007o1? * Environmental covariance between

characters 1 and 2.

Cenotypie covariance between characters 1 and 2«

OOVgl2 « Mtl2 ~ Ii(31S

VJhoro Mt«o * Mean treatment m m of produot of
ohoraeters 1 and 2*
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Me-„ t Mean error sun of product of
*d characters 1 and 2*

IT $ Humber of raplioation*

The phonotypio and genotypic correlation coeffi
cients among the various oharaotero were werhed out la 
all pooaible combinations according to tho formulae 
suggested by Johnson ot al» (1955 b) and A1 ** Jibouri 
ot al. <1958)* 

Phenotypic correlation coefficient batween 
characters,

1 and 2 (rp1? ) i 007p1,2
yvp^ x i $ 2

Where OOVp-« t Piaonotypio covariance between
characters 1 and 2«

Vp- t Phenotypic variance of
1 character 1 .

Vp s Phenotypic variance of
d oharaoter 2 s

Genotypic correlation coefficient between two char no taro 
1 and 2,

( r  ) « T ^ . h--,gi2 y u i J T T ^ )
Where OOTg1p a Genotypic oovarianoe between

characters 1 and 2 .
Tg, i Genotypic variance of character 1 •
Vgj, 1 Genotypic variance of character 2*
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Path coefficient analyolei-

Path ooeffioionta are standardised regression 
coefficients. In path coefficient analyste tbs correla
tions aBong cauae and effect are partitioned into direct

btand indirect effects of casual factors on an effect factor. 
She prinoiplea and techniquoa suggested by Wright (1921) 
and Li (1955) for cause and effect system ware adopted 
for the analysis. The characters having significant 
correlations with yield at 1 per cent level were selected 
and accordingly numbor of pods per plant* weight of pod* 
number of seeds per pod, breadth of seed* thiclmcsD of 
seed, yield of pods por plant were considered for the 
path coefficient analysis.

Piscrialnant functions

The best prediction formula based on the concept 
of dlccrlrainant function that could serve as a yard
stick in the selection of plants for yield, was evolved 
by vising the estimates of the genotypic components of 
yield of seeds per plant (Xj) and sis characters, rnsaly, 
the number of pods per plant, weight of pod, number of 
seeds por pod, breadth of seed, thickness of seed and 
yield of podspor plant which ora expected to have direct 
bearing on yield.



She genotype of the plant for yield can bo 
represented by the function*

T* « s,.Xj ♦ ® 2 Sg ♦ ......... *ea » n.

*&ere X£* Xg *»*• arc the genotypio values of the 
components Xg .,oe.,e.*.Xnt and &j» â # *an
□re the weight3 attached to them depending on the rela
tive importance of the characters contributing to yield 
of seed* m i phenotype con be represented by the relation̂

T .  . b , X , ♦ b2  Sg * ............. .. ♦ ba  5̂

In the discriminant function the problem la to derive 
values of b̂ , bg# ***<.* fea*

Bienotype a genotype «■ environment. ffaturelly# 
therefore# phenotype is highly correlated with gpnotypo 
end consequently X and Y* are also correlated * So in 
the function the wel^xts b̂ , bg« b- ***** ba should be 
estimated in ouch a way that the correlation between 
Y and Y* will be the maximum*

She selection of the phenotype using Y as a 
discriminant function will ensure a maxima concentration 
of the desired genes in the plants or linos selected*

In the present study the disarlmiaant function
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ohoson was Y ■ bj Xj ♦ bg Xg ♦ b^ X^ * b^ X^ ♦ bt» ♦ 
^6 %  * te7 ^7* *b* values ware calculated by solving
the following normal equationo with a view to maximise 
the correlation of Y and Y* •

*1 *11 * *2 *12 * ....... by t 1? ■ A1

B1 *12 * b2 *22 * ....... by 2̂7 *  A2

b1 *13 * b2 *2 3 ........... by t^y ■ A?

b1 *14 * b2 *24 * ....... b7 t^y *  Â '

b1 *17  4 b2 *27 * ....... by tyy •  Ay

A1 " a1 *11 4 ®2 *12 * Cy ®17

A7 s ^  Sj7 * °2 %7 * *7 Syy

T m phenotypio and genotypic variances and co
variance b for 'the different character a were computed 
from the respective tables of analysis of variance and 
covariance • The sum of squares and tbs sum of products 
at error end varietal levels were tafcen os error and 
phenotypic variances and coveriaabee (eî  and tifl) raa- 
peetively* And for obtaining the genotypic variances 
and covariances (glj) the sum of squares and the sum of 
products at error level were deducted from their respective 
values at varietal level (Goulden* 1959)*

/
/
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A*o ware oaloulatad from. the data by substitu
tion of the caloulatsd gij aad the assigned valuoo of 
*a'. She values for to Oy wera arbitrarily taken 
aa 1. Sbese values ware inserted in aquation (1) and 
solved for the values of b<jV bg.*•«•••« ,bn*

The disorimlnaat function was then set up by 
the equation*

X ® bi| X|  ̂bg 3Eg * “*** ̂  by Xy ̂  inhere * b̂  (bg**®biy
are the eoonosdo weights, end £jt Xg, Xy the eontributfng 
oharaetors.

Using this function* the selection criterion or 
the index value for each treatment may bs determined. 
Shia oan b© done as follower .

' ‘ *17V«

*

•

* 1 1
a

•

•

V
•

*

- h .

m
»

*

^ X y 1 X j p 2 » * • * *77.

j
" * i "

bs•
*

1
-

j

finally, on the basis of these selection criteria* 
the treatments are arranged in the order of merit andiki oct&then a opacified paroentage of bast parents may ba soleated 
for further breeding programme.
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Analygjg of gsnetlo dlvargenee throat oatroglyph methodt

Sfces the aeleoted ohorgotors# two oharaoters ware 
taken# one of them woo taken along the X-axie and the 
other on the Y-axis# The means of X values were plotted 
against the naans of X values for each genotypes# A 
particular genotype was thus represented by a glyph on 
the graph#

The other ohoraotors were represented by rays on 
the glyph# the rays for the sane aharaater having the 
same position on eaoh glyph#

The range of variation in each oharaoter was 
represented by different length of ray i,e# a genotype 
having low values for the oharaoter will have a smaller 
ray and ao on# Thus the length of the ray is either 
short# mod inn or long depending upon the magnitude of 
values•



^ ed u lh
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RESULTS

The data collected from the present experiments 
have been statistically analysed end the results are 
presented under the following headss

Estimation of vftrlahilltv.-.harAtahillt̂ mâ gns-tlQ-Ad3zan.0Aa.

Observations on the behaviour of the seventeen 
varieties with reference to sixteen characters vis** plant 
height* number of urinary tranche3, days to commence and 
complete flowering* flowering spread* number flowers
per plant* number of pods per plant* length of pod*

a'Pweight of pod* number seeds par pod, 100-aeed weî at, 
length of Gael,breadth of seed* thiokneoo of seed and 
yields of pod and seed per plant have been made from 10 

plants in each of the respective varieties and the means 
wori£2d out* The data ore presented in Tables II to XVII.

The analysis of variance carried out for 16 
characters is presented in the Appenflix-IX* The pheno
typic* genotypic and environmental variances for the 
different characters arc presented in Table X7III.
Table XIX presents the phenotypic and genotypic coeffi
cients of variation, hsritability, genetic advance end 
genstio gain for different characters. Range* mean and 
standard error of mean of the different characters are
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presented in Table XX.

Height of plant a

The moon values of plant height in respect of 17 
varieties ar© presented in Table II.

(TABLE II)

The results presented in the above table reveal 
that the as an a& h©i$it of plant among the oowpea varie
ties under study ranged from 0.49 is in cluster Ho, 3 

(Pusa phalguni) to 1.90 m in oluotor 8c,Q (Kolingipayar) 
with a general moan of 1 *34 m* Ifrom the analysis of 
variance it can ba oeenAths differenoea among the varieties 
for this char go tor ware highly sign, if leant (Appendix II),

The estimated phenotypic variance (Vp) for this 
ohorgotor was 0,249* and the same oould be apportioned 
between genotypio variance (Vg) and environmental variance 
(v q ) gs 0,144 and 0,105 respectively, (Table XVIII) indicat
ing influence of environmental offset on this choraotar,
The phonotypic and genotypio coefficients of variation 
(POV * 37 and GOV *» 28) presented In Table XIX also 
confirmed the above fact, Heritabllity* (58$) and genetic 
gain as percentage of mean (45$) were also found to be 
high (Table XIX) (Vide PIg,1>.
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TABLE II -
Hanking of the varieties for height of plant (in n)

SI.
Ho. flame of the variety Cluster

Ho. Mean value

1 . Eblingipayar 8 1.90
2. GP. FL3. 63 2 1.33
3. Hanoheri-blaok 17 1.82
4. Manoheri mottled-dark 4 1.6 8

5* No. 62 1 1.66

6. GP. 2. 536 9 1*62

7. Eblingipayar white 16 1.50
8. 10. 20729 10 1.46
9* <*152 % ̂ Qw 1 1 1.46

10. Fannithodan early 14 1.39
11. GP. PLS. 139 5 1.29
1 2 . °152 x Sew 13 1.16
13. Hed seeded selection 6 1.0 0

14. Fattamhi looal 12 0.90

15. GP. IK. 9314 7 0.88

16. P118 15 0.78

17. Puaphalguni
A

3 0.49

General naan s 1.34
0.i>. i 0.46
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flmaber of primary branohesi

Data pertaining to the mean number of primary 
branches par plant are presented in Table III*

(TAB1B III)

Prom the table given above it can be saen that 
among the varieties under trial, to© maximum number (*951) 
of primary branches was noted in toe oase of oluster Ho*3 
(Pusa phalguni) aad the minimum (3*69) in toe oase of 
cluster Ho .15 ( ^ iq) with a general mean of 5*40. The 
statistical analysis showed that the differences between 
varieties under study for this oharaoter were found to bo 
significant (Appendix II).

The genetic component, of variance for this ohara
oter was found to be high with a high heritabillty of 82 
per oent aad gonetio gain of 40 per cent, (Vp * 1.66,
Vg t 1.36j Vet 0.30t POV a 24 and GOV * 22) as i® given 
in Tables XVIII and XIX (Vide Pig. 1).

Days to oommanoe flowering!

Observations on to© mean number of days token by 
each plant for the oommenoement of flowering ore presented 
in Table IV.
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2ABLS III
Hanking of the -varieties for naabar of priaaary branches 

gj* Neoa of the variety Olusster Kean -̂ axue

n Pus a phalguni 3 9.51
2* 10. 20729 10 6.06
3* Patta&bl looal-I 12 5.79
4. GP. i% 536 9 5.67
5* GP. PL3, 139 5 5.63
6* GP. PLS. 63 2 5.44
7. Manoheri blaok 17 5.42
8, x Bra*1 11 5.51
9. GP, MB. 9314 7 5.21

10. Manoheri siottlM-Bark 4 5.15
11* Sblingipayar a 5.06

12. Bed oeedQd selection 6 4.94
13. No. 62 1 4.88

14. g152 s Sew Brs-X 13 4*77
15. Pannithftdaa early 14 4.70
16. Eblingipayar white 16 4.51
17. P118 15 3.69

General mean t 5*40
0,D. 9 0*78
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(TABLE IV)

£*70111 the table It is soon that the general 
mean for this character was 48*82 with a rang© from 
42*10 to 60*38 days among the varieties* Cluster Tfo*5 

(GP* PL 5* 139) recorded the maximum value for this 
character* while Cluster Fo«3 (Puaaphalgunl) was the 
first to oomnieiioe flowering taking only an average of 
42*10 days from sowing. From the anova racults it can 
be seen that differences among the varieties for this 
character were significant (Appendix II).

The phenotypic* genotypic tod environmental 
variances for this character among the varieties were 
estimated to be 23#33» 20*47 tod 4.o6 respectively 
(Table XVIII). Phenotypic and genotypic coefficients 
of variation (POV and GOV) were 10 and 9 respectively 
(Table XIX),(SV!de &!&*$')'* showing that the prcdomlnent 
influence on variability for this character was of the 
genetic component* Heritability for this character wag 
found to be. very high (81$) and the genetic gain was 17 
per cent (Table £EX)£.Vt.£e ftg • O  .

.Days to complete flowerings

The data are furnished in Table V*
(TABLE V)
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Vi

XABLS IV
Banking of the varieties fo r  flooring conEaonaecient

(in days)

31.
Ho* feia o f tbs variety OlUStOP

Ho* Mean value

1 . GP. PIS. 139 5 60.38
2. GP. X. 53s 9 57.18
3* 1.0. 20729 10 56*60

4. ®152 * ̂ Qv Era~-E 1 1 55.42
5® Manoheri siottled-dark 4 54.08
6. Pannithfl&sa early 14 53.27
7. Patta&bi Xooal-I 12 53.04
s. GP.PI&.63 2 52.85
9* ManohGri-blaok 17 52.30

10. Ho. 62 1 52.17
1 1 . I&lingi.payar white 16 51.55
1 2 . 0 ^ 2 x Hew Bra-I 13 51.25
13. Kblinglpayar 8 50.88
14. Bed seeded selection 6 48.35
15. GP. H3* 93H 7 47.59
16. P118 15 43.25
17. PiisapbBlgaal 3 42*10

General tea an s 48.82
0 «D« { 3.13
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TABLE V
Rooking of the varieties for flowering completion

(in-day©)

••
I H

O
I 0)fc Same of the variety Gluetar 

No. Moan value

1 . 10. 20729 10 83.04
2* OP. PIS. 139 5 87.81

3. Pattaabi looal-I 12 06,13
4. Manoheri-blaok 17 85.62

5. Manclicri Efottlod-dark 4 82.81
6. GP.2 . 536 9 81.23
7. Red seeded selection 6 79.35
a. P arm it ho dan early 14 79.18
9. x New Era-I 1 1 78.74

10. GP. PL3.63 2 77.99
1 1 . Kblingipayar white 16 77.99
12. No. 62 1 77.54
13. °152 x  Wew Bra“3 13 75.66
H . Kblingipayar a 74.85
15. GP. H3. 9314 7 74.47
16. P118 15 70,95
17. Posaphalgunl 3 69.05

General mean : 80.44
0,B. i 5.15
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Fro* the results presented in the above table, 
it oaa bo seen that the varieties studied had a range 
from 69*05 to 80,04 with a mean of 80*44 days for the 
expression of this character*

' The total phenotypic varlonoe of 40*44 could be 
apportioned into genotypic and environmental variances 
as 27*50 and 15*14 respectively (Table XVXIX)„ She 
PCV* GOV* H* GA and GO ware observed to 8* 6* 68 per 
cent* 8*84 and 11 par cent respectively (Table XIX) 
(Vide Fig.1)*

Flowering spread;

The mean values for this character arc presented 
in the Table VI.

(TA3LS VI)

From the above results* it can be observed that* 
among the varieties under trial the maximum flowering 
spread was noted in case of Cluster I?o,17 (Manohari- 
blaok) and the minimum in the case of Cluster PTo. 1 1  

(Ô gg x TTaw Bra-1). Differences among the varieties 
under study for this oharaotor were found -to be highly 
Dignifioant (Appendix II) with a range of variability
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table ti
Hanking of the varieties for flowering spread (in days)

SI*
Ho# tfeaa of the variety Cluster

Ho* Mean value

1. Manoheri-blsck 17 33.32
2. 10. 20729 10 31.44
3 • Had eseded selection 6 31.00
4* Pattasabi looal-X 12 30.59
5. Manohari taottled̂ fiark 4 28.73
6. P118 15 27.70
7. GP. PL3. 139 5 27.43
8. Puaaphalguni 3 26.95
9. ' GP. M.a. 93H 7 26.68
10* Eblingipayar white 16 26.40
1 1 . Pannithodan early 14 25.92
12. Ho. 62 1 25.38
13. GP. PLS. 63 2 25.13
14. °152 z Hew £ra-I 13 24.41
15. GP. PL3. 536 9 24.05
16* Eblingipayar 8 23.98
17. °132 X ITew Era~^ 11 23.32

General moan t 27.21
O.D. * 4.4

i
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from 23*22 and 33*32 days and a general mean of 27*21 

days*

The genotlo component of variance for this 
oharaoter was found to bo high with 39 por cant of 
heritability and a genetic gain of 12 per cant,
<Vp a 15.76# Vg « 6*18# Ve - 9.60# POV » 15# GOV ■ 9) 
as shown in Tables XVIII and XIX (Vide Pig* 1).

Humber of flowers oar plant e

The results relating to the number of flowers 
per plant are summarised in ̂ abla VII*

(table VII)

Prom the results it ean he seen that the range 
of variability for this character was from 12 1.0 5  

(Cluster Ho. 15 - P^g) to 271*83 (Cluster No, 16 - 
Kblingipayar white) with a general mean of 195.1 5 *
The varietal differences for this character ware found 
to be highly significant (Appendix II)*

The total phenotypio variance for this oharaoter 
was observed to bo. 3168*29 whioh could be apportioned' 
into genotypic and environmental as 1077*20 and 2091*01 

respectively (Table XVIII). The heritabillty and genotlo
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IA3LS VII
Hanking of the varieties for number of flowaro per plant

31.
No* Tfesca of tha variety 0 luster

No. Moan value

1. Eblingipayar White 16 271.83
2. °152 x ̂ ew E^-I 13 246.92
3* GP. PL3. 159 5 242.01
4. Pattambi looal-I 12 241.84
5. O^g x New Era-I 11 233.67
6* No. 62 1 200.70
7* Eblingipayar G 194.48
8. Manaheri cottled-dork 4 187.89
9. GP. PL3. 63 2 165.54
10. Red seeded aeleotion 6 181.25
11. Manoheri-blaok 17 160.08
12. GP. I. 536 9 171.99
13. Pusaphslguni 3 163.68
14. 10. 20729 10 166.99
15. Pannithodon early 14 161.42
16. GP. IB. 93H 7 153.13
17. P118 15 121.05

General mean, t 193*15 
C.D. * 65.01
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gain for this character wars estimated as 34 and 20 

par cent raapeotively (Table XIX) (Vide Fig.D*

Humber of pods per plants

The aaan number of pods per plant among the 
oowpaa varieties under study is presented in Table 
VIII*

(TABLE VIII)

Prom the table it oaa he revealed that the 
varieties ranged from 36*5? to 134*16 with a general 
mean of 87*36 for this character, Among the varieties* 
variety 16 recorded the maximum number of pods, whereas* 
variety 6 had the minimum number of pods per plant*
The varietal difference for the character were found 
to he highly significant (Appendix II),

The genetic component of the total variance for - 
this character m o  very high, (Vp « 1057*60, Vg ■ 769*03® 
7q » 280,57» HJV * 37*23? and GOV « 32) (Tables XVIII & 
XIX) (Vide &ig*t)* The horitability and gpnGtio gain 
for this character ware estimated es 73 and 56 per cent 
respectively^ vhle fy- J) *
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TABLS VIII
Hanking of the varieties for nun'oor of pods per plant

sr.
Ho* Hama of the vorioty Cluster

Ho. Mean value

1 . Kbllngipayar whit© 16 134.18
2* Pattambl looal-I 12 129,97
3. G^g x Hew Era-I 13 120.97
4* °152 x ffew Era" 1 1 1 120.95
5. Kbllngipayar 8 105.55
6. GP. PL3. 63 2 96.95
7 • Ho. 62 1 94.93
8. GP. 2. 536 9 94.35
9. Manoheri-blaok « 17 91.33

10. Poaapiislgunl 3 78*5
1 1 . Manoborl mottled-dark 4 73.34
1 2 . GP. MS. 9314 7 72.62

13. Fannithodan early 14 67.95
H. P1 1Q 15 67.40
15* GP. PIiS, 139 5 59.31
16. 10. 20729 10 41.56
17. Bed seeded aeleotion 6 36.57

General mean s 87*36 
O.B. * 24.15
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IsQiiKth of pod}

Data pertaining to ©aaa length of pod ere 
presented in Table IX*

(SABEiB IX)

As M  seen above the varieties studied showed 
good amount of variation for this character with 
Cluster TTo o 10 - 10 . 20729 showing the maximum pod 
length (28*92 om) and the Cluster iro«16 - Kolinglpayar 
whit© the minimum (10.49 om). The overall moan pod 
length of the varieties was 17*32 om and the varietal 
difference e from the statistical analysis wars found 
to ba highly significant (Appendix II).

Out of the phenotypic* variance of 21.02 for 
this character 20.2? was contributed by the genetic 
component (Table XVIII). Heritability for this 
character was also found to be high (POV « 26;

GOV * 25 and H a 96 $) and genetic gain was estimated 
os 51 per cent (Table XIX) (Vide Fig*t)«

Weight of god>MBHMMNtHBMMMMiaM

The ms on values ore presented In Table X* 

(TABLS X)
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TABLE IX
Sashing of the varieties for length of pod (in om)

si*
Ho* Hams of the reriety Cluster

ITo. Mean value

1 . 10. 20729 10 28.92

2* Mancirari-blaQk 17 22.47
3. Masoheri mottle d-dark 4 22.34
4. 02. HQ. 9514 7 21.56

5. P&ttambl looal-I 12 20.32
6. Pamilthodan early 14 20.31
7. GP* PL3. 65 2 17.69
a* GP. S. 556 9 17.67
a# Eecl sealed esleetioa 6 17.29

10. Eblingipayar 8 16.97
1 1 . g152 2 ̂ ew Sra~3 15 16,63
1 2 * P118 15 16.62
15. S152 x K®w Sra”^ 1 1 16.03
14. Ho. 62 1 14.41
15. OP, PX&« 159 5 12.65
16. Puaapkalgunl 3 12.55
17. Sblingipaysa? white 16 10,49

Gorsral mean t 1?#82 
O.B. t 1 ,2 5
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2ADK5 X
Hanking of the varieties for weight of pod (la g) 

Hans of the variety Mean valua

1 * GP M.S. 9314 7 3.00
2. 10* 20729 10 3.24
3. Pattasbl looal-I 12 2.86

4. GP.I. 536 9 2.64
5. GP* PJjS. 65 2 2.53
6« - Kanoher! ntottlsd-dark 4 2.48
7. ®152 * “QW Sra^ 1 1 2.33
8. Konoheri-blaok 17 2,22

9. Ho* 62 1 2.20

10® Pamlthofian early 14 2.17
1 1 * P110 15 2 .1 1

1 2 . Kblingipaysa? 8 2.05
13. s ITew Era~I 13 1.89
14. Hed seeded osleotion 6 1.58
15. GP. PL3, 139 5 1.15
16. Pusapfcalgani 3 0.90
17. Ehlingipsyar white 16 0.83

General Earn 3 2C18 
O.D. 8 7.07



From the table it oan be observed that the 
Cluster So •? (GP,M.S. 9314) ranked fir at and Cluster 
So.16 (Kblingipayar white) - last* The range of 
varietal mean value a was found to be from 0.03 g to 
3.80 g with a general neon of 2.10 g* The differences 
bstween the varieties wore highly eignifioont (Appendix II),

The genatio component of variance for this 
character (Tables XVIII & XIX) (Vide Fig.1) was found 
to be high with high entimatso of horliability and 
genetio gala (Vp m 0.33; %  a 0.59; Ve * 0.23;
PGV m 42; GOV • 35| H a 7Q?> and GG a 61£).

Number of seeds per pods

Data are presented in Table XI*

(TABLE XI)

The.range of variability for thio character was 
found to be from 10.41 (Cluster No.3 - Puaa phalguni)
to 17.67 (Cluster No.12 - Pattambi looal-1) and the/
general mean value of the 17 varieties was found to be 
14*36* The varietal differences from the nnova were 
found to be oignifleant (Appendix II).

From the Tables XVIII and XIX (Vide ?ig,1) the
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2ABLS XI
Banking ot the varletieo for nma'aer ot seada par pod

31.
Ho® Uaao of tiio variety Cluster

Ho. Mean value

1. Pattamtal loaal-I 12 17.67
2. GP* PIS. 63 2 17.44
3# GP.2* 536 9 17*19
4® °152 s Saw -SE’a-I 11 16.04
5. ®152 x ®®tf Sra“I 13 15.96
6. GP* MS® 9314 7 15.29
7. Maaoherl-blaok 17 15.04
8. Monohsri Slot tie d-d ark 4 14.99
9. Ebllngipayor 8 14.63
10® Pannithodaa early 14 14.48
1 1 . Ho. 62 1 13*35
1 2 ® I<3. 20729 10 13.02
13® GP. PIS. 139 r 5 12.57
14. Eollngipayar whit© 16 12 ,2 1

15. Pod seeded selection 6 12 .12

16. p118 15 11.70
17. Pus apkalgunl 3 10.41

General nseaa s 14*36
O.D. s 1.36
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apportionosat of the ‘total vsrlsnoe for this chara- 
otar between the ganetie and environmental components 
was found to bo with a predominance of the ganotio 
component (Vp b 5*31g Vg » 4*39l Ve a 0*92). Heriia- 
bllity was found to bo 82 por oeat and the estimated 
genetic gala as percentage of mean was 27 (PGV a 16}
GOV « 15).

10Q»ooea walghta

Observations regarding 100“3ead weight are 
presented in Table XII*

(TABLE XII)

Pron the data* presented* it is seen that the 
ms an 100-aoad weight among the varieties ranged from 
5*29 g (Cluster Ho*16 - Eblingipayar white) to 10*60 g 
(Cluster Ho,7 - GP*M*S* 9314) with a general mean of 
11*40 g* The statistical analysis showed that diffe
rences between the varieties wars significant 
(Appendix II)*

Gene tie component of variance for this character 
was found to be very high (Vp ■ 12*19$ Vg * 11*10) 
(Table XVIIX) and the heritability was found to be of
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Ranking of the varieties for weight of 100 ooads (in g)

SI.
Ho. Hama of the variety Cluster

Ho, Mean value

1 . OP. HQ. 9314 7
i*

18.60
2. 10. 20729 10 18.45
3. ^118 15 13.73
4. GP.?. 535 9 12.42
5. C*152 x Hew Era~I 1 1 12.40
6. Pattasbi iooal-I 12 12.24
7. Manoheri mottled-dark 4 12.02

8. Pannithodan early 14 11.65
9. GP. PL3. 139 5 11.32

10. Kanohsri-blaok 17 10.63
1 1 . GP. PIS. 63 2 10.56

1 2 . Eblingipayar 8 9.85
13. 0^ 2 x Hew Era-I 13 9.17
14. Ho, 62 1 6.89
13.

f*rRed seeded selection 6 8.37
16. Puaaphalguni 3 8.29
17. Ebliagipayar white 16 5.29

General mean t 11.40
O.D. 8 1.48
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the order of 91 par asnt. Genetic gain for this 
character was estimated to be 51 par oeat* The geno
typic and phenotypic coefficients of -variation was 29 
and 31 par coat respectively (Table XIX) (Vide Flg,1),

Length of seedi

Moan lengths of seed among the varieties studied 
are presented in the Table XIII*

. (T&BL3 XIII)

From the table presented above* the mean values 
ranged from 0*51 om (Cluster fto* 16 - Koilngipayar 
white) to 1 .2 1 cm (Cluster ffo«10 - 10 .20729) with a 
general neon of 0*79 QR# The varietal differences 
from the anova for this oharaotar ware found to be 
significant (Appendix II)*

Major part of th© varlanae for this character 
was found to be gsnotio (Vp * 0*026 and Vg * 0*025) 
as is seen from the Table X7III. The phenotypic and 
genotypic ooeffiolents of variation were 22 and 20 

per oent respectively, Tho her liability was 97 par 
cent Mid the estimated gonetio gain - 42 per cent 
(Table XIX) (Vide Pig*1>*
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TABLE XIII
Peaking of the varieties for length of seed (In om)

31*No.
t
Kama of the variety Gluetor

No. Mean value

1. 10* 20729 1 0 1.21
2. Henohori mottled-dark 4 0.99
3* Hanohari-hlaok 17 0.96
4. OP. M.S. 93H 7 0.89
5. Bed seeded selection 6 0.83
6. Pannithodan early U 0.82
7* Pattaabi local*! 12 0.78
8* P11Q 15 0.78
9* GP. 2. 536 9 0.77
10. GP. PX>3. 63 2 0.73
1 1 . Gji-g x Haw Era-I 1 1 0.73
1 2 * ®152 2 ^ra**̂ 13 0.73
13. Kblinglpayar 6 0.72
14. Ho. 62 1 0.66

15. GP. PLS, 139 5 0.65
16. Pasaphalgnni 3 0.65
17* Eolinglpaysr white 16 0.51

tlsnpral mean* 0.79 
CJO. t 0*0433
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Breadth of seeds
The data are presented In Table XI?*

(TABLE XI?)

Maximum breadth of seed (0,69 on) was raoorded 
by Cluster Ho, 7 (G?,$3,S« 9314)» and the minimum 
(0*37 om) by Cluster No ,16 (Eblingipayar white). The 
general mean for this oharaoter among the varieties 
studied was 0,55 om, Prom the anova„ the differences 
among the varieties for this ohereater ware seen to 
be significant (Appendix II).

She ganetio component to total variance for 
this character was found to be quite high and the 
heritability was also found to be high (Vp ** 0,008s 
?g * 0,007; & ° 97#)* The phenotyplo and genotypic 
coefficients of variation for this oharaoter and the 
expected genetic gain as percentage of ms ran were 18,
15 and 29 per cent respeotively (Tables XVIII and XIX) 
(Vide Fig.1).

Thickness of seeds
art

The ms an values presented In the Table XV.

(TABLE XV)
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TABLS XIV
Baa&isg of the varieties for lareadth of seed (in o b)

31.
No. Naina of tba variety Oluater

Wo. Mean value

1. GP. M.S. 9514 7 0.69
2. 10. 20729 10 0.69
3. GP. 2. 536 9 0.63
4*.- ^116 15 0.63
5. s New Era-I 11 0.63
6*- 7̂ 52 % Sra~-E 13 0*61
7. Pattambi Xoasl-X 12 0.60
0. GP. PL3* 63 2 0*57
9. Pannltbodoa early 14 0*97
10. Manoberi sotileG-dorle 4 0.54
11. Manobori-blaok 17 0.53
12. Hod seeded selection 6 0.31
13. Ealiagipayar 0 0.51
14. Wo. 62 ■ 1 0*47
15. GP, PIS* 139 5 0.45
16?. Pusapbalguni 3 0.42
17. Sollaglpayar yhfte 16 0.37

General asan : 0.55 
0.0. 8 0.02
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I’ABIiS XV
Hanking of the varieties for thlokneso of seed {in cm)

si,
Tfo. fTame of the variety Cluster

So, Mean value

1* GP. M.S. 93H 7 •0.52
' 2. 10. 20729 10 0.47
3. ^152 x  ̂ ®w 3ra~* 11 0.47
4® ora 536 9 0.46
■5. ^152 x  ̂ Qw 13 0.43
‘6* Pannithodew early 14 0.43
7a ?118 15 0*43
' 8# OP. PIS. 63 2 0,42
9* Pevfctambi local-! 12 0*41
10. Manohori-blaok 17 0.41
11. Manoheri Bottled-dark 4 0.40
12. KbXingipayar 8 0*40
13. Puaapfealguni 3 0.36
14. lo. 62 1 0*35
15. GP, PL3. 139 5 0.35
16. Hod seeded selection 6 0.33
17. Eblingipayar white 16 0.33

General B3an $ 0*41 
O.D. s 0*0192'
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Among the varieties studied the value© ranged
from 0.55 om (Cluster ITo, 16 - Kblingipayor white)
to 0.52 cm (Cluster Wo,7 - GP.M.S, 9514) with a
general m m  of 0.41 om* Among the different chara*

Ite i
cters studied so for least variation between varieties
oould be noticed for this character*

She phenotypic and genotypic variances for this 
character (Table XVIII) ware 0,005 and 0.005 respectively 
and the heritability was estimated to be 95 par cent*
The genetic gain, as percentage of mean for this character 
was 29 and the phenotypic and genotypic coefficient of 
variation were 12 and 12 per cent respectively (Table XIX) 
(Vide Fig.1). This shows 'that thiclmeso of seed is 
not influenced by environmental effects.

Yield of pods peg planta

Mean yields of pods per plant fox’ the 17 varieties 
studied ore presented in the Table XVI*

(TABH3 XVI)

Prom the ahova table it con be seen that the mean 
values ranged from 40,11 g (Oluoter TJo* 6 - Rod seeded 
selection) to 280.75 g (Cluster Ho*12 - Pattambi looal-1).

85
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TABLE XVI
Banking of variotieo for yield of pods par plant (in g)

31*
TTo# Heate of the variety Cluster

Ho. Moan value

1# P&ttaobi looal-I 12 288.73
2. GP. 2. 536 9 227.44
3# GP. M.S. 9314 7 210.04
A* 0-jp.g X Saw £ra-I 11 208.60
5. GP. PL3, 63 2 198.11
6, ^152 x Sra"^ 13 197.71
7* Eblingipayar 8 165.85
8. Monokarl-bXaok 17 158.13
9. ManchorlrmttlQd^dark 4 142.29
10* pn a ' 15 119.68
11* Pannithodan early 14 119.33
12. *0. 20729 10 118.11
13. 0 a SO 1 115.25
14. Kblinglpaysr white 16 101.41
15* GP. PL3. 139 5 09*20

16. Pujsaphalguni 66.10

17. Bed seeded selection 6 40.11

General mean ? 150*36 
0.3. t 39.39
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The statistical analysis showed that varietal diffe* 
ranees for this character were found to ba highly 
significant (Appendix II)#

Genetic components appeared to contribute very 
highly to the total variance for this character. She 
phenotypic and genotypic variances ware 4730.44 and 
3962.65 respectively (Table X7XXZ). Heritabillty# 
genetic gain as percentage of mean, phenotypic and 
genotypic coefficient of variation were 84* 79# 46 
and 42 per cent respectively (Table SIX) (Vida Pig.1).

Yield of seeds par plant a

The data or© presented in the Sable XVII,

(TA3LB m i )

The variability for this ultimata economic 
character was found to ba very high among the varieties 
studied* The highest yield of 159.28 g (Cluster No»12 * 
Pattasbl looal-1 ) being almost 9 times the lot®at yield 
of 10,54 g (Cluster Tio,6 - Bed aeeded selection) with 
a general mean for yield of seeds per plant of 80.65 g 
was observed. The varietal differences from the anova 
were highly significant (Appendix IS).
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TABLE XVII
Banking of the varieties for yield of seeds per plaat( in g)

SI.
So* Hacae of the variety

Cluster
Ho. ■ Mean value

1 . PaitsmbI looal-I 12 159.28
2. °15 2 s  W0W Era*2 1 1 120.93
3. GP, T , 536 9 118.99
4. O^g s Hew Era-X 13 112.52
5* GP. PL3. 63 2 111.09
6. GP, U.S. 9314 7 101.19
7. Kblinglpayar 8 97.45
3, Manoheri HK)ttX®d-dark 4 74.42
9. Manohsri-blaok 17 71.9

10. ^118 13 60,41
1 1 . Kbllngipayar white 16 60.2?
1 2 . Pannithodan early 14 50.94
13. Ho. 62 1 57.38
14* 10, 20729 10 53.60
15. GP. PI&. 139 5 52.77
16. PosaphaXgrnii 3 - 41.55
17. Bed seeded selection 6 18.34

General saean
t

8 00.65
C.D. « 25.26
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This character was found to show high ©sti- 
mates of heritabllity and genatio f̂ is* which ware 
79 and 80 per cent respectively (Sable XIX), The 
phenotypic and genotypic coefficients of variation 
was 49 and 43 par cent respectively for this characters 
(Table XIX) (Vide S*ig*1)*

While each of the tables from II to XVII give® 
only information about one single character in rsopsot 
of all the varieties, information on all the characters 
in respect of 17 selected varieties representing the 
two extremes of yield potential is famished in the 
Table XX*

(TABLE XX)

The rasuits presented in the above table indi
cated that the materials selected for the present 
study were highly variable*

dorr elation between yield and selected yield componentsa

The genotypic and phenotypic correlation coeffi
cients were estimated based on genotypic* phenotypic and 
environmental variances for the selected characters.
The correlation coefficients between yield and selected 
component characters and intercorrelationa among the



2A313 XVIXI
Phenotypic 9 genotypic ana QnvIrojiE&mtal variance for the different characters

OX*
Wo* Oharas ter Phenotypic Genotypic 

variance variance VP £

Environmental
variance

1 . Height of plant (inns) 0.249 0.144 0.105
2* Wmber of primary branches 1.660 1.36 0 0.301
3* Days to commencement of flowering 

(in days) 25.330 20.470 4*860
4* Bays to completion of flowering 

(In days) 40.440 27.300 1 3 .H0
5. Flowering spread (in days) 15.780 6*180 9.600
6* Hamfcar of flower per plant 316S.290 1077.200 2091.09
7, Washer of pods per plant 1057*600 769.030 283.570
s* length of pod (in on) 21*020 20*270 0.750
9* Weight of pod (in g) 0*830 0.580 0.250

10. Wnahar of seeds per pod 5*31 4.39 0.92
1 1 * 100-seea weight (In g) 12 .19 0 1 1 .10 0 1*090
12* Length of seed (in cm) 0*026 0.025 0*0009
13. Breadth of seed (in cm) 0.008 0.007 0.0002
1-4* IM oImgos of seed (in cm) 0.003 0.003 0.0002
15* Yield of pod/plant (in g) 4730.440 3962.650 767.790
16. Yield of seed/plant (is g) 1536*450 1220.750 315.700



SABLE XDt
Phenotypic and genotypic coefficients o f variation , h s rlta b llity , genetic aavaneo 
and genetic gain fo r the d ifferen t characters

31.
Ho. Characters P07

1. Height o f plant (in  n) 37
2 . Humber o f primacy branches 24
3. Days to eommsnoea&nt o f 

flowering C u* ) 10
4. Boys to completion o f 

flowering (in  days) 8
5. Flowering spread (in  days) 15
6 . Humber o f flowers per plant 29
7 . Hmaber o f pods per plant 37*23
8* Length o f pod (in  cm) 26
9 . Weight o f pod (in  g) 42

10. Humber o f seeds per pod 16
11. 100-seed weight (in  g) 31
12. Length o f seed (in  ca) 22
13. Breadth o f seed (in  cm) 10
14. Thickness o f seed (in  om) 12
15. Yield o f pods/plaab (in  g) 46
16. Yield o f seed/plant (in  g) 49

H a rita - Expected Genetic 
b ility  genetic gain

H advance GG

28 56' 0.60 45
22 82 2.16 40

9 81 8.38 17

6 6a 8.84 11
9 39 3.21 12
17 34 39.43 20
32 73 48.72 56
25 96 9.13 51
35 70 1.32 61
15 82 3.93 27
29 91 6.55 57
20 97 0.33 42
15 97 0.16 29
12 93 0.12 29
42 84 118.68 79
43 79 64.15 80



. H2RIIABILI2Y AND EXPBCE3D GUNBIIO ADVANCE AS 
PBRGBH2AGE OP MBAN.

1. Height of plant (In m).

S. Humber of primary branches.

3. Days to commencement of flowering (in days)

4. Days to completion of flowering (in days).

5. ^lowering spread (in days).

6. Number of flowers per plant.

7. Number of pods per plant.

8« Length of pod (in on).

9. Weight of pod (in g).

10. Humber of seeds per pod.

11, 100*ssQd weight (in g).

12* Length of seed (in cm).

13. Breadth of seed (in. cm),

14. Biiokncoa of seed (in cm).

15. Yield of pods/plant (in g).

16. Yield of seedo/plant (in g).
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Bangs , maan and standard error of mean of the different characters
T&SLS XX

qi Standard— * Characters  rfa-ge   Mean error of
Proa To rsean

1. Height of plant (in a) 0.49 1.9 1.34 0.17
2m Humber of primary branches 3.69 9.51 5.4 0.28
3* Days to commenoament of flowering 42.1 60.38 48,82 1.10
Am Says to completion of flowering 69.05 83.04 80.44 1.81
5 m Flowering spread (in days) 23.32 33.32 27 ,2 1 1.55
6. Humber of flowers per plant 121.05 271.88 195.15 22.06
7. Humber of pods per plant 36.57 134.18 87.36 0.49
8. Length of pod (3a em) 10.49 28.92 17.82 0.44
9. Weight of pod (lni ;g) 0.83 3.8 2.18 0.24
10. Uuahar of seeds par pod 10.41 17.67 14.36 0.48
11. 100-aaed weight (in g) 5.29 1G;6G 11.40 0.52
12. Lengfch of seed (in oa) 0*51 1.21 0,79 0.015
13. Breadth of seed (in ca) 0.37 0.69 0.55 0.007
14. Thickness of seed (in era) 0.33 0.515 0.41 0.007
15. Yield of pods par plant (in g) 40.11 288.73 150.96 13.S?
16. T3S.& of seeds per plant (in g) 18.34 159.29 80.65 8.53
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yield components are furnished in Table XXI0

(TABLS XXI)

She genotypic and phenotypic correlation coef
ficients followed the same trend of association. 
Generally, the genotypic correlation coefficients were 
slightly higher than the phenotypic correlation coeffi
cients 9 Hereafter, the word correlation will denote 
to genotypic correlation*

ffumbsr of pods per plant (0*70218D, number of 
seeds per pod (0,92455) and yield of pods per plant 
(0*96603) showed significantly maximum (significant at 
1# level) correlation with yield of seeds per plant
(Table XXI) (Vide $ig*2). Among these, yield o f pods

(Ktpar plant showed ̂highest correlation with yield of 
eacd per plant (0,98603) followed by number of seeds 
per pod (0,92455), M l  the selected ooiijjonent ahsra- 
otors showed significant positive correlation with 
yield of seed par plant,

dumber of pods per plant showed negative correla
tion with weight of pod (- 0,04571) and breadth, of seed 
(• 0,14186), Weight of pod showed positively significant 
correlation with all the characters, Thickness of seed



Genotypic Or ) sad phenotypic (r ) cos ffc lent correlations among seed yield end its oalostsd Q P
components

Y A B M j X X I

Humber
of pods Weight 
par of 
plant pod

Humbsr 
of seedsper
pod

Breadth 
of seed

Yhiokneaa 
of seed

Yield of
pod per 
plant

Yield of seeds per 
plant

Humber of - 0.04*57? 
pods par plant 1 (- 0.04634) 0.50279*(0.37726)

- 0.14166 
(- 0.01213)

0.00611
(0.01732) 0.60376*(0.61410**)

0.70218**
(0.67039)**

Weight of pod ? 0.67210*®
(0.63773)*®

0.67788®*
(0.49917)®

0.9?G5S** 
(0.70229)®*

0.70745*®(0.57278)®
0.57028* 
(0.47303)

Huuabar of seeds 
per pod

1 0.69198**
(0.42882) 0.62059**(0.34787)*

0.95056**
(0.82313)**

0.92455®*
(0.77571)*®

Breadth of seed 1 0.95655*®
(0.62033)**

0.66925**
(0.48395)*

0.55099*
(0.42733)

■DMc&neoa of seed 1 0.6539?**
(0.60039)*

0.57167*(0.50640)*
Yield of poda 
per plant -

1 0.98603**
(0.96754)**

Piguree in brae lists indicate pbenatypia correlation coefficients* 
* Significant at 5$ leval 
** Significant at level



. CORRELATION 003PPICISUT3 BSTWEEH YIELD 
ASD ITS SELECTED COHPOITSHi'S

Correlation coefficients between number 
of pods per plant end yield of seeds 
par plant.

Correlation coefficients between weight
of pod end yield of seeds per pi ant•

Correlation coefficients between number 
of seeds per pod and yield of seeds par 
plant.

Correlation coefficients between breadth 
of seed aid yield of seeds per plant.

Correlation coefficients between thickness 
of seed and yield of seeds per plant.

Correlation coefficients between yield of
pods per plant end yield of seeds per 
plant.
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(0*91059) oiiovfad maximum correlation with weight of 
pod, Etamaer of seeds pep pod also showed positively 
□igaifleant correlation with other characters* TTuaher 
of seeds per pod showed maximum correlation with yield 
of pod par plant (0*95056)* Breadth of seed was* posi
tively eignlfioant with thickness of seed and yield of 
pod per plant* Breadth of seed showed maximum correla
tion with thlhknesa of seed (0*95655)* Thickness of 
seed was postlvely correlated with yield of pod per plant 
(0*66391)*

Path coefficient analysis t

She path coefficient analysis in order to show 
the direct and indirect sffoots of selected yield 
components via.* number of pods per plant, weight of 
pod, number of seeds per pod, breadth of seed, thickness 
of scad, yield of pod per plant on yield of seed per 
plant wag done the selection of component traits being 
based on the significance of genotypic oorrelation 
coefficients*

She genotypic oorralations on seed yield per plant 
of its six selected attributes wore portioned Into direct 
and indirect contributions of the oomponenta on yield of 
osed per plant. Data ora presented in Table XXII.

(TABLE XXII)



TA3LB m i
Bireot and indireot genotypic effects of six component characters on seed yield

rg
Number 
of pods 
par 
plant

Weight
of
pod

ftuEtber of 
seeds per pad

Breadth 
of seed

Thioimeffls 
of seed

Yield of 
pod per 
plant

Number of pods 
par plant 0.70218 0.52921 0.00216 - 0.11275 - 0.07266 - 0.00215 0.55835

Weight of pod 0.57028 - 0.01505 - 0.04729 - 0.15069 0.44968 - 0.32060 0.65425

Humber of seeds 
per pod 0.92455 0.16552 - 0.03179 - 0.22421 0.35445 - 0.21849 0.87907

Breadth of seed 0.55099 - 0.04670 - 0.04152 - 0.15515 0.51223 - 0.33&78 0.61892

SMoiuaess of 
seed 0.5716? 0.00201 - 0.04307 - 0.13914 0.48997 - 0.35208 0.61398

Yield of pod 
per plant 0.93605 0.19877 ' - 0.05546 - 0,21312 0,34281 • 0.23375 ■ 0.92479

rg * g0a°tspic correlation
Figures underlined represent direct effect. 
Seeidual effect ■ 0.1015



Fi<a. 3 -  PATH DIAGRAM INDICATING DIRECT AND INDIRECT 
EFFECTS OF THE POSSIBLE C O M PO N E N T S ON YIELD O F SEEP PER PLANT.

-► PATH COEFFICIENTS.
r(ig). G E N O T Y P E  C O R R E L A T I O N .

1. N U M B E R  OF PODs/PLANT. 5. THICKNESS oF SEED.
2 .  W E I G H T  O F  P O D .  6 .  Y I E L D  O F  P O D s / p L A N T .

3 .  N U M B E R  O F  S E E D S / P O D .  7. Y I E L D  O F  S E E D ^ / P L A N T  ■

+ .  B R E A D T H  O F  S E E D .  X .  R E S I D U A L  E F F E C T .
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The results ravoal that the six component 
chsraotaro alone and in combinations contributed 
more then 90 par oent of the variability in aaod yield 
per plant (2̂  « 0,9697)*

The path coefficient analysis revealed that
Uyield of pods per plant exerted maximum diraot effect 

than any other components (0,92479) on yield of seed 
per plant follo\®d by breadth of seed (0*51223).*

The direct effect on seed yield per plant was 
negatively influenced by weight of pod ( - 0,04729), 
number of seeds per pod ( - 0*22421) and thiofcness of 
seed ( - 0*35208)* though their total correlation with 
yield of oeed per plant was postive and significant 
(r i 0,57028; r i 0.92455 and. r_s 0*57167 respectively)G o  fcS
(Table XXII) (Vide Fig* 3).

The indirect effect of number of pods per plant
Onethrough pod yield per plant on seed yield vevs worth
K

mentioning. The highly significant correlation between 
number of seeds par pod and yield of seed per plant 
aigit have resulted from the high positive indirect 
of foots on yield of seed per pleat through yield of 
pod per plant and number of pods par plant* The indiroot 
©ffeot of number of pods par plant through weight of pod
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way positive and through number of seeds per pod, 
breadth of aood and thickness of seed was negative, 
hut all these values were very low*

Selection indext

Selection index through discriminant function 
analysis was fitted to ascertain the extent of contri
bution of each factor towards seed yield par plant and 
algo to predict the seed yield per plant, based on the 
phenotypic performance of the six characters namely, 
number of pods per plant, weight of pod, number of 
seeds per pod, breadth of seed, thickness of seed and 
pod yield per plant* Thus the following selection index 
was obtained*

I * 0*433 ^  ♦ 1*22 Xg - 4.69 X^ + 16.575 X4 ♦ 
17*291 X5 + 172.914 Xg «■ 0.576 Xy.

Where 1 ■ Selection index.
X̂  * Yield of seed per pliant*
Xg 53 Humber of pods per plant.
X- ’* Pod weight.
X̂  * Humber of seeds per pod,
X- * Breadth of seed,
Xg ■ Thickness of seed,

■ Yield of pod per plant.
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Using this criterion* index vain©0 for eeoh 
variety were determined* The some in the dieoanding 
order of magnitude is presented in Sable XXIII*

Ca'ADliE XZIII)

„ i
The results indioate that PattaabI local haaA

the highest index valuo (764.64) followed by °152 s 
Hew £ra-I belonging to Cluster Uo*11 (672*91). The 
lowest index value of 392*25 has been recorded by - 
Puea Phalguni of Cluster ITo.3*

Cons to Hat ion of 17 oowpea genotypes through metroglypst

The 17 genotypes are pictorially represented 
through metroglypha (Vide Pig. 4).
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TASL3 m i l
Ranking of the varieties baosd on the index valu® for 
selection

Heusa of the variety <̂ Î2̂ ^t5r Index value
' n il i v       i . 1 1  i i  " .in ii i ■ ..........  ..........

1. Patiambi looal-I 12 764.24
2 . x Sow Era-I 11 672.91
3. GP. X, 536 9 667.83
4. 0^g x How Bra-I 13 657.57
5. GP. PIS, 63 2 647.96
6. GP. KB. 9314 7 596.811
, 7* Eblinglpayar 3 583.20
.0. Hanoher i-blaok 17 556.96
9. Manoheri mottled - dark 4 523.31
10. Kblingipayar whit a 16 513.85
1.1. P&nnithodan early 14 494.70
12. Ho. 62 1 490.21
13. P11Q 15 430.37
14. 10. 20729 10 439.01
15* GP. PL3. 139 5 421.05
16. Puaaphalguni 3 392.25
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MSOTS3IOT

She prim© objective of any plant breeding pro** 
gramme is the development of elite crop varieties through 
genetics upgrading of economic oropa « This usually 
follows two pathways vis. "production breeding" and 
"defect elimination breeding" or "resistance breeding". 
Though the so two pathways are termed differently they 
go aid© by side symbiotic ally* Produotion breeding with 
which tho breeder is mainly concerned ie usually followed 
for evolving varieties or improving the existing ones*
The varieties thus evolved or synthesised should have a
better gonatio make up within a morphological frame work

tv an
that will result in better end efficient absorption of 
plant food Ingredients from the soil and also in the 
harvest of solar energy resulting in a better convention 
of tho above factors into the final harve stable produce#

The basic information which a breeder usually 
requires as a prerequisite to any breeding programme of 
a particular crop species is the extant of variability 
present in the available germplasm. Informations on 
herliability and estimates of ganotio advance that could 
be obtained in the nost cycle of selection are of vital 
importance to tbs breeder in deciding tho appropriate 
nsthod of brooding® A imowlodgo on the degree of
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ssoooiation among quantitative characters would help 
the breeder to pinpoint a character or oharaotara whose 
selection would automatically result in an overall 
progress of such characters which are positively corre
lated with yield and would also result in the elimination 
of such characters which are negatively correlated with 
the yield. Thus a thorough understanding of genetic 
diversity in the varietal spectrum is imperative for 
the breeder* The present investigations basically deal 
with obtaining the relevant genetio informations as a 
prerequisite to production breeding programme in a number 
of selected oowpaa varieties, The results obtained are 
discussed in the. following pages.

The seventeen oowpsa varieties wars observed to 
be significantly different for the sixteen characters 
studied, vis; plant height# number of primary branches, 
days to commence and complete flowering, flowering spread, 
number of flowers and pods per plant# length and weight 
of individual pod, number of seeds per pod, 100-seed 
weight# length, breadth and thickness of seed and pod 
as well as seed yields per plant.

Of the various estimates of quantitative varia
bility# man# range and variation around the means are
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tho basic ones • Sucoeso in genetic improvement of a 
or op would, to a largo extent, depend upon a wide 
genetic baas resulting in a wider gonetio variability.
In the present investigation it nay be b o o h that the 
rang© of variation for almost all the charactors la 
large, particularly in respect of plant height, number 
of pods per plant, length of pod, weight of pod, 100- 
seed weight, pod an well as seed yields per plant oto. 
This indicated the presence of enough variability in 
the population under study* She investigation of 
Tikka at ja. (1974) in oluster bean, and Salni at el. 
(1976) in peas, have shown, that a wide range of varia
tion was present for moot of the oharaotere considered 
in those crops.

The observed variation alone is not sufficient 
for the breeder. A knowledge of the extent and nature 
of genetic variability is all the raoro important.
This necessitates the breeder to partition the overall 
or the total variability into heritable or gone tic and 
non-hsritable or environmental components, beoauss of 
tho high Influence of environment on the expression of 
tho quantitative charnotara. Variance estimates in the 
present investigation have shown that the total observed 
variance in fourteen out of sixteen oharaotors studied 
are mainly due to genatio causoo as indioated by ths
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predominance of genotypic variance o v q t  environmental 
variance, Only in the case of flowaring spread and 
number of flowers per plant the environsaixtol variance 
has baen more than the genotypic variances* This Indi
cates that they are oharaoters which ora highly influen
ced by environmental effects- Ilk© number of rainy days 
during the crop growth# length of the day# temperature 
of the atmosphere ©to, A good amount of the variability 
observed in other characters like plant height haig&hi# 
days to complete flowering# number of pods per plant# 
weight of pod# etc* in also seen to ba contributed by 
environEsantal affects* Similar results have been re
ported by Sanghi ©t ale (1964) in cluster bean.

fha magnitude of the variance as ouch doeo not 
Indio ate the relative amount of variability for which 
coefficients of variation# appear to be a better index* 
High genotypic coefficient of variation Indicates that 
genotypic variability present in the crop for that 
character io high and enables us to compare with that 
present in other characters# The values estimated for 
the phenotyplo and genotypic coefficients of variation 
in the present study have revealed that pleat height# 
number of primary branches# number of pods par plant* 
length and weight of individual pods# 100-sead weight#
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length of aeed* pod aa well as seed yields per plant 
etc, have hî ia estimates of over 20 per cent. This 
is suggestive of the fast that there is high degree 
of variability in the crop for these characters as 
QQEtpared to the rest and, therefore* the same can be 
utilised for crop improvement programmes. Eeports by 
Anand end Torrie (1963) in soybean* Pande et ol. (1975) 
in French been* fripathi and Lai (1975) in cluster bean, 
Laxmi and Good (1977) In oowpea are in support of tho 
above findings* Characters like number of flowers per 
plant* number of seeds per pod* breadth aa well as 
thiokneos of seed etc* are observed to have moderate 
genotypic coefficients of variation (10 to 20 per cent)* 
while days to commence and complete flowering and flower
ing spread have exhibited low values of genotypic coe
fficients of variation (below 10 per cent)# thereby 
suggesting that these characters offer little scope for 
selection*

The magnitude of genotypic coefficient of variation 
alone will not help ua to determine or ascertain the 
amount of variation that is heritable Gandhi et gX#(19&4). 
Heritability estimates alone will give an indess of the 
heritable poi'tioa of variation* According to Burton (1952)* 
genotypic coefficient of variation together with hsritabi- 
11 ty estimates would give a true picture of the amount of
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prograss to be expected by selection. Results of the 
present investigation have Indicated that characters 
like length of pod, 100-seed weight* length of seed 
cto, have exhibited high genotypic coefficient of
variation coupled with high heritability estimates.

Ike, [litHeritability estimates are highest for length m  we 11 
-F0, JU * ■ * IhCas breadth of seed (97 per cent) followed by length of

pod (96 per oent)^thickness of seed (93 per oent) and 
100-seed weight (91 per oent). Other characters like 
number of primary branches* days to commence flowering* 
number of scads per pod and pod yield per plant cto, 
have shown values of heritability exceeding 00 per oent* 
Hence these traits can be improved by selection since 
high heritability indicated the effectiveness with which 
selection of genotypes can be based on phenotypic per
formance Johnson et al. £1955 a) * Among the characters 
studied number of flowers per plant and flowering spread 
have exhibited ths lowest estimates of heritability of 
34 par cent and 39 per oent respectively, thereby indi
cating the limited scope of selection for these traits*

Herqlitabllity estimates alone provide no indica
tion of the mount of the gonetio progress that would 
result from selcoting the best individuals, a better 
Approach in such situation would be to consider heritability
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estimates and genetic advance jointly ao aa to arrive
ft-at sore reliable conclusion. Johnson et al. (1955 a)
A

in thair studies with soybean have suggested that 
heritabiiity estimates along with genetic gain (Genetic 
advance expressed as percentage over the mean) are more 
useful than heritabiiity estimates alone in predicting 
the resultant effeoto for selection of the best indivi
duals* In tie present study, genetic advance was esti
mated as absolute for each character and also the per
centage of mean (Genetic gain) for comparing different 
characters«

Expected genetic advance estimated in absolute 
values for the various oharaoters have indicated that 
under five per cent intensity of selection £#• by 
selecting five per cent superior plants from the ava
ilable population, it will be possible to improve the 
aeed yield by 64*15 g per plant, pod yield by 118*69 g 
per plant, plant height by 0*6 m, number of primary 
branches by 2.16, days to comma nee flowering by 8.38* 
days to complete flowering by 8.84* flowering spread by 
3.21 days, number of flowers per plant by 39*43* number 
of pods per plant by 48.72* length of pod by 9*15 cm* 
weight of pod by 1*32 g, number of seeds per pod by 
3*93* 100-oeod weight by 6.55 g* length* breadth and 
thickness of seed by 0*33 om» 0*16 om and 0*12 cm respectively
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The genetic gain estimate is maximum for seed 
yield par plant (BO psr oent) followed by pod yield, 
pap plant and the same is minimum for days to complete 
flowering (11 par oent) and flowering spread (12 par 
cent)* The rest of the oboraotera studied are observed 
to possess values of ganotio gain in between the two 
extremes. The resuita of the present investigations 
bays indicated that oharaotere like number of primary 
branches, number of pods per plant* weight of pod, 
100-seed weight, length of seed, pod cm well as seed 
yields per plant ©to* exhibit high heritability (above 
70 per oent) coupled with high or moderately high (above 
40 per oent) genetic gain estimates thereby indicating 
additive gene effects for the expression of above traits 
(Paase, 1957) and ag such those traits con bo improved 
through straight selection. Characters like number of 
seeds per pod, breadth of seed and thickness of seed 
ora found to have high heritability estimates coupled 
with low genetic gain values which may bo attributed to 
the action of non-additive genes which include dominance 
and the epistaals (Paase, 1957). As such selection has 
limited Boopa for Improving these traits.

A comparison of the available material for 
different eeonomio traitshaa revealed that different 
types carry superiority with regard to various traits.
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Hens© there JLa possibility of combining the desirable 
attributes through, an effective hybridisation programs 
between types selected from the available materials*

Yield in any crop plant is a complex character 
determined by a number of genetic factors and emriron- 
nantal conditions occurring at various stages of the 
growth of the plant* Hence* selection for yield, merely 
on the basis of its phenotypic expression, is likely to 
give misleading results. For a rational approach to the 
improvement of yield, it would therefore be desirable to 
have some knowledge on the association between tho 
different yield components and their relative contribution 
to the yield* A knowledge of such relationship is essen
tial if selection for the simultaneous improvement of 
yield components sod in turn yield to be affective* For 
this purpose a simple correlation study seams to be in
adequate to measure the association, since different 
genotypes are susceptible to environments in varying 
degree* Robinson et al, <1951) have pointed out the 
usefulness of genotypic and phenotypic correlations in 
orop improvement programme* Genotypic correlation coe
fficients provide a ms as are of the degree of ganotyplo 
association between the characters and reveal auoh of 
those useful under consideration. Uith this in view, 
the phenotypic and genotypic correlation coefficients
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between yield and six of its seise ted components and 
the intercoms latlona among thorn were worked out*

Results of the present study have indicated 
that within the limits of acceptable error the pheno
typic and gonotypio correlation coefficients for any 
of the six selected traits with seed yield ecem to he 
of comparable magnitudes• However, the genotypic 
correlation ooeffioienta ora slightly higher than the 
phenotypic correlation ooeffioienta, thereby indicating 
the preponderance of inherent relationship bo tween the 
components and yield*

Yield in eovpoa la peculiar in the sense, that 
both pod ob wall aa seed yields ore practically important 
in this crop. Pod yield assumes importance in vegetable 
oowpsa, and seed yield-in grain cowpea# Both are equally 
important in oases of dual purpose cowpsa*. She associa
tion analysis in the present investigation has revealed 
that yields of both pod and seed ore highly associated 
with number of poda per plant, weight of pod, number of 
seeds per pod, breadth and thickness of seed. Pod yield 
per plant is also strongly associated with seed yield* 
Association of the first five components with pod yield 
is also significant, either at one per cent level or at 
five per cant level, as evidenced by the significance of
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of both phenotypic and genotypic coaffiolants of correla
tion (Vide Table XXI) (Vide Fig,2). With reference to 
aoad yield* all the six components having exhibited signi
ficant associations as shown by their genotypic correla
tion coefficients* Bat with reference to the phenotypic 
correlation coefficients only four out of B i s  components 
have exhibited significant association with aeed yield*
In the case of weight of pod and also breadth of seed* 
the phenotypic correlation coefficients with eaad yield 
arc seen to bo not significant* This nay perhaps be due 
to the modifying effects of environmental factors in the 
expression of genetic components of those tralta* The 
association of yield with ita components alone is not 
adequate in any selection programme* A knowledge of their 
interrelationship is also needed* Doku (1970)* based on 
hie work in cowpea has suggested that inter correlation 
among the yield components should be estimated* since 
in an actual breeding programme*' rat© of improvement in 
one component might or might not result in the improve
ment of other components* Tbs estimates of inter 
correlations for the selected yield components in th® 
present study have revealed’ that weight of pod* number 
of seeds per pod* breadth of seed and thickness of seed 
ore strongly and positively associated with each other* 
thereby indicating that improvement through selection in
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one trait will take oara of a simultaneous improvsaant 
in the other traits as wall® TTumbsr of pods par plant 
la observed to be negatively correlated tilth weight of 
pod end breadth of seed* This suggests that Improve* 
meat through select Ion of number of podo par plant ia 
possible only at the ©spans© of woig-ht of pod and also 
breadth of seed,

Jha association analysis based on correlation 
coefficients of components with yield will not provide 
a true picture of the relative merits or demerits of 
each of the components to final yield, since an indivi
dual component may either have a direct influence in 
the improvement of yield or indirect role through other 
components in the Improvement of yield, or both* Path 
coefficient analysis developed by Wright (1921) and 
applied for the first time in plants by Dewey and Du 
(1959) furnished & moans of the direct end Indirect 
effects of Individual components to final yield* Basalts 
of path coefficient anslyeio in the present study have 
revealed that, pod yield par plant has the masimuja direct 
effect (0*92479) towards seed yield followed by breadth 
of seed (0*5122?) end number of pods per pleat (0*32921)* 
3he indirect effects of all but three characters through 
thaac traits are also positive and high® Honec it ia to
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bo understood that these three characters via? pod 
yield par plant, breadth of seed and number of pods 
par plant form the important traits contributing to 
seed yield in eowpea£ vtcTe Pig »3 _).

She results of the present study have also indi
cated that the direct effects on seed yield of the 
traits vis** number of aea&p per pod (- 0*22421)* thick
ness of ooed ( - 0*35208)* sad weight of pod (- 0*04729) 
are negative* though* these traits have exhibited high 
significant genotypic correlation coefficients with seed 
yield* This situation is explainable by considering the 
positive indirect effect of these traits through other 
characters on seed yield, Thus for example* number of 
seeds per pod has been observed to have positive indirect 
effect on seed yield through number of pods par plant 
(0*16552)* breadth.of seed (0*35445)* and pod yield per 
plant (0*87307)* The same explanation holds good for 
the situation in the oaso of thickness of seed and vh  

weight of pod.

The residual effect calculated in the path coef
ficient analysis is only 0*1015* This indicates that 
about 90 per cent of yield in cowpea io contributed by 
the six component traits considered for the path analysis* 
This comparatively low value of residual effect obtained
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in the present study adequately supports the correct 
oho lea of yield components la ©owpea for Path Coeffi
cient Analysis#

Hence* from the results of Path Coefficient 
Analysis carried out in the present atu&y* it can bo 
concluded that greater emphasis has to be laid for 
improving pod yield per plant* breadth of seed and 
number of pods per plant which have exerted positive 
and h i$ i direct effects and through which other 
components have also asserted maslsun indirect effects 
towards seed yield#

Finally* with a view to evolving a selection 
index for isolating superior genotypes from among those 
teated* a selection index through discriminant iteration 
analysis was wor&nd out# Baaed on the index* the 
variety Pattambi local-1 (Cluster Ho #12} proved to be 
the best followed by x Hew Era-I (Cluster 110,11) #
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5UMMABY

Variability studios in cowpea (Vl/am ungulcalata L.)
i

were un̂ srtoleen in tbs Division of ̂ Agricultural Botany,„ 
College of Horticulture, Vbllsniltfcara teing 1979“19St, 
Savantoen different coupea varletiaa belonging to aevan- 
teon district clusters were raissd during the khariff

/i

season of 1979-30 in an raMoniaod blocks design with four 
replications* Observations on sixteen economic character 
were recorded from 10 plants par treatments* She data 
were subjected to ouitable statistics! analyses for 
estimating the variability available in the material* 
for working out to© heritable portion of toe variability 
and for finding out toe degppeo of association of toe 
different components of yield with yield either directly 
or Indirectly,

Tho important findings are eusmarieed belowj

1* Th& seventeen cowpoa varieties shoved signi
ficant differences with reference to to© sixteen chara
cters studied,

2, Estimates of phenotypic, genotypic and environ
mental variances have shown that a large proportion varia
bility In all the characters except flowering spread sad 
number of flowers per plant was duo to genetic factors * 
Values of phenotypic end genotypic coefficient of variation
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havo confirmed the above conclusion*

3* Heritabiiity in the bread sense was high 
(over 70 per cent) for twelve characters, moderately 
high (40 to 70 per cent) lor two characters and low 
(below 40 per cent) for two characters#

4# Genetic advance estimated in absolute 
values was promising for all characters*

foe
5* Genetic gain was highest (60 par cent) for 

seed yield per plant and lowest (11 per cent) for days 
to complete flowering* Other characters exhibited 
estimates of genetic gain in between the two extremes*

6* Characters like number of primary branches* 
number of pods per plant* length and weight of pods# 
100-seed weight, length of seed and pod as well as 
seed yields per plant have shown high heritabiiity (over 
70 per cent) and high or ao dsrataly high gsnetic gain 
(40 to 70 per cent) and a3 such they might be governed 
by additive genes# Hones, these characters can be 
improved through straight selection# Number of seeds 
per pod and breadth end thioknoos of seed have exhibited 
high heritabiiity but low genetic gain thereby suggesting 
the action of non-additive genes including dominance and 
©piataaia# Hence, straight selection has limited scope
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for improving these traits.

7* Results of correlation studies have revealed 
that phono typio and genotypic o or re lotion coefficients 
for any pair of traits wora of oonporablo siagnitu&eo. 
However, gonotypio correlation coefficients were slightly

i
higher than phenotypic correlation coefficients in moat 
of tho oases*

8. Pod and seed yields per plant were strongly 
aasooiatod with number of pods per plant, weight of pod, 
number of seeds per pod, breadth and thicknssa of ssed 
at both genotypic and phenotypic levels*

9* Infer correlations studied have shown that 
characters exhibiting significant association with seed 
yieia par plant were also highly Infercorrelated* Keno©, 
weight of pod, number of seeds per pod, breadth and 
thickness off seed can be simultaneously improved*

10* Seaulfcs of Path Coefficient Analysis have 
brought out that pod yield per plant, breadth of seed 
and nunbsv of pods par plant had high positive direct 
effects on seed yield, In that order* ihiaimcsg of 
seed, number of seeds per pod and weight of pod had 
negative direct effects on seed yield and the highly 
positive correlation coefficients exhibited by thorn with
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aeed yield were compensated by their indirect effecta 
on eead yield through other traits.

•11. The residual of fact was 0*1015 indicating 
that about 90 per cent of the variation in yield were 
contributed by the six components considered in Path 
Coefficient Analysis a

12. A comparison of different varieties based 
on the index valu® has revealed the superiority of 
Pattambi loo&tl (Cluster No.12) over others.
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Aosmos

Studios vara undertaken with seventeen oowpea 
varieties representing seventeen dusters, in the Depart
ment of Agricultural Botany# College of Horticulture, 
Vellaniktoara during 1979*80 to estimate tho extent of genetic 
variability, aasooiation aaong the selected characters and 
its partition into direct end indirect effoots through Path 
Coefficient Analysis* A discriminant function analysis 
was carried out with a view to isolating superior genotype* 
from among those studied*

Tho results have shown that the differ can a between 
types were highly significant for ell the sixteen characters 
studied*

The estimates of variance components and coefficients 
of variation have indicated that the major portion of total 
variability in all char go tor a* except for flowering spread 
and number of flowers per plant was due to genetic causes# 
Heritabiiity in the broad sense was found to be quits high
for all characters except for flowering spread and number

\

of flowers per plant* Expected genetic advance has shown 
that, by selecting five per aent superior plants from the 
available population, yield oould be increased by 64*15 g 
per plant*

Characters such as number of primary branches* number 
of pods per plant* length and vei^it of individual pods#



IGO-aeed weight, length of seed, pod aa wall aa seed 
yields per plant which exhibited parallelism in the high 
estimates of heritability and genetic gain might be dun 
to the action of additive gonos and could be inproved 
straight away through selection. Variety Pattambi looal-1 
was found to be exceptionally high yielding.

Yield of seeds per plant was highly correlated with 
number of pods per plant, weight of pod, number of seeds 
per pod, breadth of seed, thickness of seed end yield of 
pods per plant. The correlation coefficients among the 
yield components war© aloo highly significant.

Path coefficient analysis has shown that yield of 
pods per plant, breadth of seed, and number of pode pay 
plant had higa direct positive affects on yield of seeds 
per plant* Weight of pod, number of seed© per pod and 
thickness of scad exhibited low and negative direct effects 
on yield of seeds per plant.

The index values calculated baaed on discriminant 
function analyeio, revealed the superiority of Pattambi 
Loosl-1 (Cluster lTo.12) followed by G^g x Hew Era-1 
(Cluster 3o.11).
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31a
ttOa Character* Source DP S3 MS

1. Plant height (In n) Total 67 16,43Varieties 16 10a90 0.68**
Replication 3 0.49 0.163
Error 48 5.04 0.105

2, Sumbar ot  primary bod Total 67 107.035
Varieties 16 91.658 5.729**
Replication 3 0.939 0.313
Error 40 14*489 0.301

3a Bays to floweringcomsienQQSGnt Total 67 1657*42
Variotiao 16 1397.60 86.73**
Replication 3 36.43 12.145
Error 48 233.38 4.86

4a Days to flowaring
completion Total 67 2648.14

Varieties 16 1957*06 122.32**
Replication 3 60.13 20.06
Error 48 630.90 13.14

5. Ploverlog opraad(in days) Total 67 1078.59
Varieties 16 548.95 34.31**
Replication 3 69.06 .23*02
Error 43 460.53 9.60



31.
Ho. Ch&raotora Source

6, of flowers/plant

7. Number of pods/plaat

Total
VarietiesReplication
Error
Total
VarietyReplication
Error

8* Sod length Total
Varieties
Replication
Error

9. Pod weight Total 
Varieties Replication 
Error'

10. Humber of seeds per pod Total
Varieties RepXIc stion 
Error

11. 100-eeed weight Total
Varieties
Replication
Error

w SS MS

67 253378.48
16 102393.33 6399.90**

3 35607.99 11869.33
48 100372.16 2091.09
67 74200.07 3364.68**16 53334.88
3 6513.76 2171.25
48 13851.44 288.57
67 1345.97 81.81**16 1309.01
3 0.77 0.26
48 36.19 0.75
67 53.44
16 41.34 2.58**

3 0.237 0.08
48 11.87 0.25
67 342.89
16 295.85 19.189**
3 3.06 1.02
48 43.98 0.92

(0.706)
67 785.41
16 727.94 45.50**
3 5.28 1.76
48 52.19 1.09



SIjjjj* Characters Source • DP S3 M3

12. Seed langth Total 67 1*72
Varieties 16 1.67 0.10**
Replication 3 .00639 .00213
Error 48 .045 *00093

13. Seed breadth Total ; 67 0.547/ Varieties 16 0.53 0.03**
Replication 3 0.004 0.001
Error ; 48 0.009 0.0002

14* Seed thiolmess Total 67 0.19
Varieties 16 0.18 0.011**
Replication 3 0.0038 0.0013
Error ; 4® 0.0088 0.00018

13* Pod yield/plant Total 67 333026.18
Varieties 16 265895.47 16618.48**
Replication 3 30277.77 10092.59Error 48 36053.94 767.737

16* Seed yield par plant Total 67 111805.65
Varieties 16 83179.15 5198.70**
Replication 3 13473.11 4491.04
Error 48 15953*38 315.70

** Statistical significance at 1$ probability level (P t 0*01)


